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Zusammenfassung

Um eine niedrige Schadstoffemission bei der Stromerzeugung zu realisieren, wird bei den

meisten Gasturbinen die magere Vormischverbrennung genutzt. Jedoch neigt diese Verbren-

nungstechnologie zu thermoakustischen Instabilitäten. Diese entstehen infolge einer Wech-

selwirkung zwischen der instationären Wärmefreisetzung der Flamme und dem akustischen

Feld in der Maschine und können sehr starke Druckschwankungen verursachen. Um einer

Beschädigung der Gasturbine vorzubeugen, müssen diese daher vermieden werden. Dies

führt häufig zu einer Einschränkung des Betriebsbereiches. Stand der Technik ist die An-

wendung linearer Netzwerkmodelle bei der Entwicklung von Gasturbinenbrennkammern,

um das mögliche Auftreten thermoakustischer Instabilitäten in Abhängigkeit des Betrieb-

spunktes vorherzusagen. Aufgrund ihres linearen Charakters eignen sich diese Modelle

jedoch nicht für Vorhersagen der auftretenden Druckamplituden. Diese sind notwendig,

um zu beurteilen, ob eine bestimmte Instabilität tatsächlich eine Gefährdung für die Mas-

chine darstellt oder temporär während des Betriebs toleriert werden kann. Hierfür ist die

Erweiterung der Modelle um die amplitudenabhängige Flammenantwort, die sogenannte

flame describing function notwendig.

Viele Mechanismen, welche für die Flammenantwort auf akustische Störungen verant-

wortlich sind, wurden in der Vergangenheit bezüglich ihres möglichen Anteils am nicht-

linearen Verhalten der amplitudenabhängigen Flammenantwort untersucht. Hierzu zählen

beispielsweise Schwankungen des Äquivalenzverhältnisses, Fluktuationen der Flammen-

oberfläche, Schwankungen der Drallzahl und die Anregung kohärenter Strukturen. Dennoch

bleibt die quantitative Vorhersage von Nichtlinearitäten und Sättigungen der amplituden-

abhängigen Flammenantwort eine Herausforderung.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden drei Publikationen zusammengefasst und erörtert, welche

sich mit experimentellen Untersuchungen der amplitudenabhängigen Flammenantwort in

einem atmosphärischen, drallstabilisierten, mageren Vormischbrenner mit hoher Reynold-

szahl befassen. Die Flammenantwort auf akustische Anregung über einen breiten Fre-

quenzbereich wurde mittels OH∗ Chemolumineszenz gemessen. Akustische Anregungsam-

plituden, bis hin zu Geschwindigkeitsfluktuationen welche der Größenordnung der mittleren

Geschwindigkeit im Brenner entsprechen, wurden hierbei verwendet. OH∗ Chemolumi-

neszenz-Bilder der Flamme und Strömungsfelder wurden für verschiedene Anregungsfälle

untersucht. Hierbei wurde beobachtet, dass viele Sättigungen der amplitudenabhängigen

Flammenantwort von Änderungen des gemittelten Strömungsfeldes und der mittleren Flam-

menform in der Brennkammer abgeleitet werden können. Systematische Änderungen des
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Zusammenfassung

mittleren Strömungsfeldes und der mittleren Flammenform bei wachsenden Anregungsam-

plituden, welche einen signifikanten Einfluss auf den Betrag und die Phase der Flammenant-

wort haben, wurden beobachtet. Bei einer hydrodynamischen linearen Stabilitätsanalyse

wurde eine starke Korrelation zwischen der Sättigung der Verstärkung kohärenter Struk-

turen durch die Scherschichten in der Brennkammer und Sättigungen in der amplituden-

abhängigen Flammenantwort gefunden.
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Abstract

In order to meet low emission standards, modern gas turbines are mostly operated in lean

premixed combustion mode. This technology is prone to thermoacoustic pulsations, which

are an interaction of the unsteady heat release of the flame and the acoustic field in the

engine. These instabilities are associated with high-amplitude pressure pulsations which

have to be avoided. To prevent resulting damage of the gas turbine, operating conditions

often have to be constricted. Linear network models are state of the art in the development

process of gas turbine combustors for predicting the possible occurrence of thermoacoustic

instabilities for certain operating conditions. Due to their linear nature, these methods

are not capable of predicting the resulting finite pressure amplitudes associated with a cer-

tain instability. The amplitude dependent response of the flame to acoustic perturbations,

the so-called flame describing function, has to be known in order to predict the occurring

pressure spectra and estimate whether a certain thermoacoustic instability may harm the

engine or can be temporally tolerated during operation.

Several mechanisms involved in the flame response to acoustic perturbations have been stud-

ied in the past regarding their possible responsibility for the occurrence of nonlinearities in

the flame describing function, e.g., equivalence ratio oscillations, flame front fluctuations,

swirl number fluctuations or the excitation of coherent structures. However, the quantita-

tive prediction of saturations and nonlinearities of the flame describing function remains

challenging.

The present work summarizes and discusses three publications experimentally investigating

the flame describing function of an atmospheric swirl stabilized, lean, premixed combustor

at high Reynolds numbers. The heat release response in terms of OH∗ chemiluminescence

fluctuations to acoustic forcing up to acoustic velocity fluctuations on the order of the mean

flow velocity is investigated over a broad frequency range. OH∗ chemiluminescence images

and flow field measurements are analyzed for various forcing conditions. It is observed that

several saturations in the flame describing function can be explained by means of average

quantities of the flow field and the flame in the combustion chamber during oscillation.

Systematic changes of the flow field and flame shape with increasing oscillation amplitudes

are observed that have a significant influence on the gain and the phase of the flame de-

scribing function. A hydrodynamic linear stability analysis is carried out, which shows a

strong correlation between the saturation of the amplification of coherent structures in the

shear layers in the combustor flow and saturations in the flame describing function.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Energy. Probably one of the most challenging tasks of the 21st century is the supply of the

population and industry with energy - electricity and heat - while saving the environment

from pollution, decelerating the depletion of fossil energy sources and moving our energy

generation towards more renewable resources.

The increasing supply of renewable energies into the grid enhances the challenge of balancing

the demand and generation of electrical power. Figure 1.1 (top) shows the demand of

electrical energy and the generation from solar and wind on an example summer day in a

grid. A strong challenge of changing the electrical power generation further to renewables

is that their availability does not coincide with the demand in the grid, leading to a net

load that has to be generated by different energy sources. The continuously growing share

of renewables in the energy market will enhance this problem and lead to steeper gradients

in the net energy as indicated by the so-called California Duck Curve (fig. 1.1 bottom).

In order to deal with this problem, flexible fossil power generation will be needed until

eventually other technologies are available in the future. Currently, gas turbines are the

only energy conversion technology that is available in large-scale applications and is capable

of providing sufficiently fast ramp-up times to compensate for the resulting mismatch.

In order to meet the requirements of ultra low emission gas turbines, modern combustion

systems mostly rely on swirl stabilized, lean premixed combustion. A strong susceptibility

of this type of combustion to thermoacoustic instabilities makes a detailed understanding

of related processes indispensable. These instabilities arise from the interaction of the

unsteady heat release in the flame and the acoustic field in the combustor. If the two

mechanisms constructively interfere, high-amplitude pressure pulsations occur, which have

a detrimental effect on the combustion process [1] and the engine life. For safe operation of

gas turbines without the occurrence of thermoacoustic instabilities, the operational ranges

must often be constricted.

Linear thermoacoustic models of premixed combustion systems have been widely used to

predict the linear system stability (see Dowling and Stow [2] or Paschereit et al. [3]). These

methods are state of the art and standardly applied in the development phase of gas turbine

combustion chambers. Due to their linear character, these network models do not predict

amplitudes of instable system oscillations, but only frequencies where the system is linearly
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Chapter 1 Introduction

unstable. However, for an estimation of whether a certain instability is harmful for the

engine or can be temporally tolerated during operation, the amplitude of the pressure

pulsations must be known. The response of the flame to the acoustic field in a combustion

chamber, mainly velocity fluctuations, at high amplitudes is of non-linear character, e.g.,

a saturation of the flame response. These effects mainly determine the finite oscillation

amplitude of the system, the limit cycle. Several studies [4–7] showed that limit cycle

amplitudes can be predicted if the amplitude-dependent acoustic flame transfer function,

the so-called flame describing function [4, 5] is available from models or experimental or

numerical data.

In order to investigate the response of flames to an acoustic field, a common approach is

to measure the flame behavior when exposed to an artificial acoustic field, for example,

generated by loudspeakers in a laboratory. Nonlinear effects, like saturation in the flame

response of industrial-type swirl burners, are often assumed to set in at velocity oscillation

amplitudes that are on the order of the mean flow [8, 9]. Therefore, one of the key chal-

lenges in the presented project was the design of a test rig with a forcing device providing

forcing amplitudes on that order of magnitude over a broad frequency range in order to

measure nonlinearities in the flame response.

Several mechanisms responsible for the linear flame response and observed in association

with the occurrence of nonlinearities in the flame describing function have been identified in

the past, e.g., equivalence ratio oscillations [10–12], flame front fluctuations [13, 14], swirl

number fluctuations [15] or the excitation of coherent structures [9, 13, 16, 17]. However,

the quantitative prediction of saturations and nonlinearities of the flame describing function

remains challenging. Dowling [4] argued that the heat release may not become negative

during an oscillation and modeled nonlinearities with symmetric limitation of the heat

release with good agreement to experimental data. However, in practice, heat release

fluctuations of amplitudes higher than 100% of the mean can be observed, for example, in

the present measurement data, that are caused by a strongly non-sinusoidal flame response.

Peracchio and Proscia [18] modeled the nonlinear flame response in terms of a limitation

of equivalence ratio fluctuations. However, comprehensive models that are not based on a

limitation of the heat release, but cope with hydrodynamic effects of the flow field or the

dynamics of the flame front are currently not available.

The increase of the generation of coherent structures due to high amplitude forcing resulting

in wrinkling of the flame front and their impact on the flame describing function have been

studied by Armitage et al. [17]. Furthermore, vortices shed at the combustion chamber inlet

are known to locally change the turbulent flame speed, leading to an upstream propagation

of the flame and associated flame front oscillations [19]. The amplification of coherent

structures can be predicted with linear hydrodynamic stability analysis, which is based

on the eigenvalue problem of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation in conjunction with an eddy

viscosity model. Although the linear hydrodynamic stability has been studied for several

decades [20–23], it just recently became a focus of the combustion community. O’Connor

and Lieuwen [24] emphasized the importance of the associated amplification of coherent

structures on the flame response. Several studies investigating the hydrodynamic stability

in combustor flows deal with the well-known single helical instability precessing vortex

2



Chapter 1 Introduction

core [25]. However, helical, skew-symmetric fluctuations do not change the global heat

release of the flame [26] and, hence are not the scope of the present investigation.

In the scope of this thesis, a test rig was developed that meets the requirement of pro-

viding sufficiently high forcing amplitudes over the entire frequency regime investigated by

combining four 18-inch subwoofers with a variable upstream impedance, enabling resonant

forcing. The forcing characteristics were compared to simulations of a 1-D network model

that was used in the design phase. The high-amplitude forcing capabilities of the test rig

were used to assess the nonlinearity of the acoustic damping in the burner and at the outlet

boundary condition [27].

Within two measurement campaigns the experimental data discussed within this document

were collected. The resulting publications given in chapter 4 are in the following referred

to as:

• A: Schimek, S., Moeck, J. P., and Paschereit, C. O., 2011. An Experimental In-

vestigation of the Nonlinear Response of an Atmospheric Swirl-Stabilized Premixed

Flame. Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power , 133(10), p. 101502.

DOI:10.1115/1.4002946

• B: Schimek, S., Cosic, B., Moeck, J. P., Terhaar, S., and Paschereit, C. O., 2014.

Amplitude-dependent flow field and flame response to axial and tangential velocity

fluctuations. Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power, 137(8), Dec., p.

081501. DOI:10.1115/1.4029368

• C: Oberleithner, K., Schimek, S., and Paschereit, C. O., 2015. Shear flow instabilities

in swirl-stabilized combustors and their impact on the amplitude dependent flame

response: A linear stability analysis. Combustion and Flame, 162(1), Jan., pp. 8699.

DOI:10.1016/j.combustflame.2014.07.012

In A, the nonlinear flame response to various forcing amplitudes over a broad frequency

range is investigated. Several mechanisms associated with saturation are identified. It is

observed that the main properties of the flame, i.e., the average flame shape, undergoes

changes while the forcing amplitude increases. B focuses on changes of the flow field under

forcing. The interaction of coherent structures with the flame front and the occurrence of

swirl number fluctuations are investigated. In accordance to the findings in A, systematic

changes of the mean flow field with varying forcing amplitudes are identified. A linear

hydrodynamic stability analysis is applied to the mean flow fields in C. The changes of the

mean flow field are shown to result in significant changes of the amplification properties

of the shear layers to coherent structures. A strong correlation between the hydrodynamic

effects in the shear layers and the nonlinear flame response is identified.

The remainder of this document is structured as follows: In chapter 2 the fundamentals

underlying the presented research are given. Chapter 3 roughly explains the applied mea-

surement techniques. A detailed description of the setups used, is provided in the respective

3

http://gasturbinespower.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/article.aspx?articleid=1429530
http://gasturbinespower.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/article.aspx?articleID=2084946
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010218014002077


Chapter 1 Introduction

publications which are given subsequently. Finally, the results of the publications are dis-

cussed and their importance for a step forward to a comprehensive understanding of the

flame dynamics at high pulsation amplitudes is shown in chapter 5.
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Figure 1.1: Top: Example fluctuation of electrical load and production of electricity
from solar and wind power; bottom: California Duck curve - Increasing penetration of
renewables in the energy market raise the need of flexible energy production; Source:
California ISO
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals

Thermoacoustic instabilities arise from the constructive interaction of the acoustic field in a

combustor and the unsteady heat release of the flame. In order to understand, predict and

avoid the resulting high amplitude pressure fluctuations, detailed knowledge of the acoustic

properties of the confining system and the mechanisms leading to an unsteady heat release of

the flame is crucial. Throughout this work the acoustic field in the combustor is considered

to be one-dimensional. The resulting description of the acoustic properties is rather simple

and, therefore, the fundamentals are only briefly introduced in the following. For a more

detailed description of the acoustic fundamentals, see references [28–32]. Subsequently, the

heat release response to perturbations is discussed.

Some references [28–30, 33] give a very good summary of the underlying mechanisms and

were frequently consulted throughout the practical work and the writing of this thesis.

2.1 Acoustics

2.1.1 Wave equation

Rienstra and Hirschberg [31] give the following derivation for the wave equation. Linearizing

the mass and momentum conservation equations in a quiescent fluid and neglecting body

forces, source terms and viscous effects, one obtains the linear acoustic equations as

∂tρ
′ + ρ0∇ · u′ = 0 (2.1)

ρ0∂tu
′ +∇p′ = 0, (2.2)

where ρ0 is the mean density, and ρ′, u′, and p′ are the fluctuations of density, velocity and

pressure. Subtracting the time derivative of equation 2.1 from the divergence of equation

2.2, one obtains the acoustic wave equation

∂2t ρ
′ −∇2p′ = 0. (2.3)
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Chapter 2 Fundamentals

The linearized constitutive equation, given by

p′ = c2ρ′, (2.4)

where c is the speed of sound, leads to the (classic) wave equation

∂2t p
′ − c2∇2p′ = 0 (2.5)

and its Fourier transform, the Helmholtz equation

ω2p̂+ c2∇2p̂ = 0, (2.6)

with the angular frequency ω. A one-dimensional solution of equation 2.6 is d’Alembert’s

solution

p̂(ω, x) = f̂ e−ikx + ĝeikx, (2.7)

with the Riemann invariants f̂(ω, x) and ĝ(ω, x) giving the complex amplitudes of the

upstream and downstream traveling waves, and the wave number k = ω/c. The space

variable x denotes the axial position in the one-dimensional duct. Thus, this equation is

only valid for planar waves with wave lengths much longer than the diameter of the duct.

This work neglects in the following the existence of higher modes (azimuthal and radial

modes) as these decay very fast at the relatively low frequencies investigated throughout

this work (cut-off modes) [31]. In the case of axial flow in the duct, equation 2.7 is extended

to account for the influence of the Mach number M of the mean flow in the following way

p̂(ω, x) = f̂ e−ikx
1

1+M + ĝeikx
1

1−M . (2.8)

An analogous representation of the acoustic field can be given by introducing the acoustic

velocity û:

û(ω, x) =
1

ρc
(f̂ e−ikx

1
1+M − ĝeikx

1
1−M ). (2.9)

The present work deals with high acoustic amplitudes where acoustic velocity fluctuations

on the order of magnitude of the mean velocity in a combustor are reached. However, the

acoustic displacement is small compared to the acoustic wavelength, which allows for the

use of the linear acoustic equations [31].

2.1.2 Boundary conditions

Equation 2.8 gives an infinite number of solutions for the planar acoustic field in an acoustic

element, e.g., a duct. In order to determine the physically correct solution, boundary

conditions have to be taken into account. The boundary condition can be expressed by the

impedance Z(ω, x)

Z =
p̂

û · n
, (2.10)
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Chapter 2 Fundamentals

where n is the unit vector pointing outward normal to the boundary surface. At a closed end

of a duct, the acoustic velocity is zero (velocity node), leading to an infinite impedance. On

the other side at an open ended duct, the surrounding pressure is imposed and the acoustic

pressure fluctuation becomes zero (pressure node), leading theoretically to an impedance

of zero. For practical applications, approximations for various duct ends, such as unflanged

ends [34, 35], flanged ends [35, 36], or ends consisting of an orifice [37, 38] can be found in

literature.

Representing the acoustic field as the Fourier transform of complex upstream and down-

stream traveling waves f̂ and ĝ, the boundary condition can be defined as a reflection

coefficient R, relating the reflected and the incident wave to each other:

R(ω) =
ĝ(x, ω)

f̂(x, ω)
. (2.11)

The reflection coefficient and impedance are related to each other as

R =
Z − 1

Z + 1
and Z =

1 +R

1−R
. (2.12)

2.2 1-D network modeling

In the acoustic analyis of combustion systems, it is common to separate the entire system

into individual elements which are described as acoustic four-poles [1] (fig. 2.1). Each

element is characterized by a frequency-dependent transfer matrix which relates the acoustic

quantities on one side of the element to those corresponding to the other side of the element

(here referred to as upstream and downstream). The acoustic field on the two sides of a

four-pole element is often represented with either

• upstream and downstream traveling waves (f̂(x, ω) and ĝ(x, ω))

• acoustic pressure and acoustic velocity (p̂(x, ω) and û(x, ω))

These representations are equivalent, which means they can be deduced from each other.

Figure 2.1: Acoustic element - represented as a four-pole element with upstream and
downstream traveling waves.

Generally, for the thermodynamic analysis of single flames with the network modeling

approach, it is assumed that it is sufficient to focus on planar acoustic waves, since the

wavelength is large compared to all characteristic diameters (cut-off frequencies). This as-

sumption must be taken with care, since especially the distance between the burner and

the flame is very small and the decay of complex acoustical structures and higher dimen-

sional interactions of two adjacent elements cannot be excluded. Under these assumptions,
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Chapter 2 Fundamentals

a decomposition of a complex acoustic system into its basic components can be done.

Following the network approach, an acoustic element is characterized by a transfer matrix

Figure 2.2: Network model, composed from basic acoustic elements

A, which relates acoustic pressure and velocity upstream and downstream of the element

in the frequency domain(
p̂2
û2

)
=

(
A11 A12

A21 A22

)(
p̂1
û1

)
. (2.13)

The pressure is scaled with the characteristic impedance ρc (ρ denoting the density and c

the speed of sound). An acoustic system can be represented by combining the corresponding

transfer matrices of the individual elements (e.g., ducts, area discontinuities, etc.).

2.3 Heat release–acoustic interaction

Thermoacoustic instabilities result from a coupling of the unsteady heat release of the

flame and the acoustic field in the combustor. Acoustic waves emitted by the flame due

to unsteady heat release are reflected from the acoustic boundaries of the system. When

the reflected waves interfere constructively with the flame, i.e., if the flame amplifies the

acoustic waves, resonance of the system may occur.

2.3.1 Wave equation including unsteady heat release

The one-dimensional homogeneous wave equation 2.5 becomes inhomogeneous when ex-

tended by a source term which represents the unsteady heat release [2]:

∂2t p
′ − c2∂2xp′ = (γ − 1)∂tq

′. (2.14)

γ is the ratio of the specific heat capacities and q′(x, t) is the unsteady component of the

volumetric heat release.

2.3.2 Flame response to acoustic perturbations – mechanisms

The acoustic field in a combustor as well as its interaction with the heat release oscillations

are generally very well understood and can be solved analytically with the equations given

above. The most complex part of modeling the thermoacoustic behavior of a combustor

is the flame response to the acoustic field. Because of the variety of mechanisms involved
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Chapter 2 Fundamentals

leading to the heat release fluctuations due to acoustic perturbations, only several distinct

mechanisms are discussed in this section. A more detailed overview of thermoacoustic

mechanisms can be found in Keller [39] or Lieuwen et al. [32]

Assuming a complete reaction of the fuel injected into a combustion chamber, the heat

release is given by:

q = ṁφLHV. (2.15)

ṁ, φ, and LHV are the current mass flow of combustible mixture through the flame surface,

the equivalence ratio of fuel and air and the lower heating value of the fuel. Assuming the

latter to be constant, the linearized, normalized fluctuation of heat release can be derived

from [40] equation 2.15 as

q′

q
=
ṁ′

ṁ
+
φ′

φ
. (2.16)

Several mechanisms of the interaction between fluctuations in the heat release and ther-

moacoustic instabilities have been extensively investigated in the past. According to Huang

and Yang [41], instabilities with associated frequencies below 30-50 Hz are often associated

with entropie wave or to blow off phenomena, which may occur when combustors are op-

erated close to lean blow-out. For higher frequencies, the two mechanisms described by

equation 2.16 are dominant, i.e., equivalence ratio fluctuations and fluctuations in the con-

sumption rate of the combustible mixture. The latter are generally associated with flame

front fluctuations. For transverse or azimuthal acoustic modes, also frequencies much higher

than 1000 Hz may occur (high frequency instabilities). In this study, the occurrence of az-

imuthal modes is neglected.

2.3.2.1 Equivalence ratio fluctuations

In order to have the high mixing quality of fuel and oxidizer necessary for an efficient

combustion with low emissions, the injection of gaseous fuel in gas turbine combustors is

generally realized with high momentum through small holes or slots and often perpendicular

with respect to the main flow. The high velocities in the fuel system and the resulting

high pressure drop over the injector lead to a high impedance of the fuel system. At

thermoacoustic instabilities or acoustic forcing, velocity fluctuations of the air mass flow

at the fuel injectors cause fluctuations in the fuel concentration, since the fuel mass flow is

rather constant due to the high stiffness of the fuel system.

Equivalence ratio fluctuations are known to be one of the dominant mechanisms of thermoa-

coustic instabilities. An increase of the equivalence ratio during a fraction of one oscillation

increases on the one hand the local heat release directly, since the adiabatic flame temper-

ature increases, and on the other hand, the laminar flame speed. Thus, the flame moves

upstream and, therefore, increases the amount of gas that is combusted per unit time and,

hence, also the heat that is released.
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The frequency and amplitude of thermoacoustic oscillations governed by equivalence ratio

fluctuations can be predicted very well [18]. Reasonable results can be even achieved by

taking only the direct change of heat release into account and neglecting flame surface area

fluctuations due to equivalence ratio fluctuations [42].

2.3.2.2 Flame front fluctuations

Acoustic perturbations may alter the heat release due to flame front fluctuations by several

mechanisms. Velocity fluctuations at the combustion chamber inlet may result in coherent

structures, i.e., vortices that are convected by the flow to the flame front. On the one hand,

these vortices may lead to local flame extinction due to flame stretch in terms of strain rate

and curvature [43]. On the other hand, vortices may locally increase the turbulence. This

leads to an increase of the turbulent flame speed and a temporal propagation of the flame

in the upstream direction [19]. Velocity fluctuations at the swirl generator of a combustor

lead to two types of fluctuations downstream of the swirler: An axial velocity fluctuation,

i.e., an acoustic wave that convects downstream with the speed of sound and a fluctuation

of tangential velocity that can be regarded as a perturbation of the hydrodynamic field

that convects with the speed of the main flow. Due to the different convection velocities,

these two perturbations reach the flame separated by a time lag resulting in swirl number

fluctuations that lead to flame front fluctuations [44, 45].

2.3.2.3 Flame Transfer Function (FTF) / Flame Describing Function (FDF)

Due to the complexity of the flame response to perturbations and the variety of mechanisms

involved, analytical solutions for the stability of combustion systems generally do not exist.

A general black box approach for the response of the flame to acoustic perturbations is

given by the flame transfer function, which describes the linear response of the heat release

to low amplitude acoustic perturbations. A more general formulation is introduced by the

flame describing function, which is an amplitude dependent flame transfer function. The

flame is treated as a compact acoustic element that is given by the ratio of the Fourier

transforms of the normalized heat release rate fluctuations and the normalized velocity

fluctuations at the combustor inlet

FDF (ω, |u′|) =
Q′/Qmean

u′/umean
, (2.17)

whereQ is the integral heat release of the flame. As the heat release rate cannot be measured

directly, a common assumption is that the flame describing function can be regarded as the

ratio of the normalized OH∗ chemiluminescence intensity fluctuation and the normalized

velocity fluctuation

FDF (ω, |u′|) =
I ′OH∗/IOH∗mean

u′/umean
. (2.18)

This implies a linear relation between the intensity of the OH∗ chemiluminescence and

heat release. For technically premixed flames, this may introduce a significant error, as
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equivalence ratio fluctuations can occur, which have a significant effect on the OH∗ chemi-

luminescence [19]. However, all configurations in this document, where this relation is

used, are based on perfect premixing of fuel and air far upstream of the combustor, in

order to avoid equivalence ratio fluctuations. For cases in which this is not guaranteed,

only qualitative effects of the flame dynamics are investigated.

Generally, the flame describing function can be written as

FDF (ω, |u′|) = F (ω, |u′|)eiϕ(ω,|u′|), (2.19)

where F (ω, |u′|) is the frequency and excitation amplitude dependent gain and ϕ(ω, |u′|), a

frequency and excitation amplitude dependent phase. [4]

2.3.2.4 Rankine-Hugoniot relations

In order to integrate the experimentally obtained or modeled flame describing functions

into acoustic network models, the Rankine-Hugoniot relations [46] for low Mach numbers

can be applied in order to obtain the flame describing matrix:

p̂2 = p̂1 (2.20a)

û2 = [1 + (
T2
T1
− 1)FDF (ω)]û1. (2.20b)

2.4 Acoustic energy balance

In the following section, the gain and the loss of acoustic energy over a compact flame are

analyzed. Unsteady heat release of the flame adds acoustic energy to the system under

particular conditions, given by the Rayleigh criterion. Assuming linearity of the entire

system, the feedback between the acoustic field and the heat release might lead to infinite

pulsation amplitudes which physically make no sense. Nonlinearities in the damping of

the acoustic waves in the combustion system are briefly discussed before explaining the

appearance of limit cycles due to nonlinearities in the flame response.

2.4.1 Rayleigh criterion

The change of acoustic energy due to unsteady heat release is given by [47]

∆Ea =

∫
V

∫
T

p′(x, t)q′(x, t)dtdV. (2.21)

∆Ea > 0 is a necessary condition for the growth of acoustic energy and the development of

a thermoacoustic instability in the system. As can be easily seen, this can only hold true,

if the phase difference of pressure fluctuations and heat release fluctuations is smaller than
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90. In order to change the stability of a system, it is often sufficient to change the phase

relation between pressure and heat release, for example, by adjusting the convective time

lags in the flame.

2.4.2 Nonlinear damping

The damping of acoustic waves in combustion chambers is mainly attributed to viscous

damping. In addition to damping caused by boundary layers, acoustic waves traveling

through the combustor induce vortical structures at area discontinuities. In order to avoid

thermoacoustic instabilities, Helmholtz dampers and acoustic liners [48] are frequently used

to increase the damping of combustion chambers. The nonlinear behavior of dampers and

vortical structures at area discontinuities have been recently studied [49]. In the following,

the nonlinear behavior of the damping of the system is neglected and nonlinearities resulting

in finite oscillation amplitudes are assumed to originate from the flame dynamics.

2.4.3 Limit cycles
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Figure 2.3: Acoustic energy balance, left: Supercritical instability, right: Subcritical
instability

If ∆Ea is larger than the sum of acoustic losses in the combustion system, i.e., mainly

viscous damping and losses at the system boundaries, the acoustic energy of the system

grows and the oscillation amplitude rises - a self sustaining thermoacoustic instability es-

tablishes. Fig. 2.3 (left) gives the gain and loss of acoustic energy qualitatively as a function

of the acoustic oscillation amplitude for linearly unstable operating conditions. For small

oscillation amplitudes, the gain of acoustic energy is larger than the damping. Hence, per-

turbations increase exponentially until nonlinear mechanisms limit the growth. The loss

of acoustic energy is considered to be linear. Due to saturation in the flame response, a

balance of acoustic energy gain and loss is established at a finite oscillation amplitude, the

limit cycle.

Figure 2.3 (right) displays the energy gain–loss balance for the case of a subcritical in-

stability. For small oscillation amplitudes the gain of acoustic energy is smaller than the

loss, and thus, the system is linearly stable and perturbations arising in the system decay.
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The inflexion of the flame response results in further equilibrium points for the acoustic

energy of the system. Large perturbations, e.g., of the flow field, may raise the system to

a higher oscillation level and thus, to another limit cycle [50, 51]. As the system is linearly

stable, these subcritical instabilities cannot be predicted by a linear system analysis. Some

recent works emphasized the importance of subcritical instabilities by demonstrating that

thermoacoustic systems are generally prone to exhibit significant transient growth [52, 53].

Saturation effects in the flame response of industrial-type swirl burners are often assumed

to become significant at velocity oscillation amplitudes that are of the order of the mean

flow [8, 9]. Therefore, it is necessary to provide forcing amplitudes of this magnitude over

a broad frequency range in order to measure nonlinear effects in the flame response.

If the flame describing function of a flame is known, an acoustic network model describing

the complete system can be used for the prediction of limit cycles [4, 5].

2.5 Hydrodynamic stability analysis

The linear local hydrodynamic stability analysis in the associated publications was carried

out by Kilian Oberleithner. His thesis [54] gives a detailed overview of the fundamentals

and techniques used for these calculations and is referred to here as a general reference for

detailed information. Hence, the methodology is only briefly explained in the following.

The purpose of this technique is to show under which conditions perturbations emitted at

the combustion chamber inlet are amplified or dampened while convecting along the shear

layers to the reaction zone.

According to Hussain and Reynolds [55] each quantity a(x, t) of the flow field (e.g., velocity,

pressure, etc.) can be triple-decomposed as

a(x, t) = a0(x) + ac(x, t) + as(x, t), (2.22)

where a0(x) is the time-averaged part, ac(x, t), the coherent part and as(x, t), the stochastic

part of the quantity. Generally, it is assumed that the length scales of the coherent parts

are much larger than the scale of stochastic fluctuations. Furthermore, the coherent part

that can be reconstructed from normal modes of the flow is defined to be periodic in time.

In the present analysis, a polar coordinate system is used and the coherent part of each

velocity component and the pressure are decomposed by a normal mode Ansatz:

(vcx, v
c
r, v

c
θ, p

c) = <
{

(H, iF,G, P ) ei(αx+mθ−ωt)
}
, (2.23)

where H,F,G and P are the complex eigenfunctions of the axial, radial and azimuthal

velocity and the pressure, α is the complex axial wave number, ω the complex angular

frequency and m the real azimuthal wave number. The local linear stability analysis is

carried out at several axial locations separately. It is assumed that the flow is only weakly

nonparallel, i.e., for the present investigations, the mean velocity in the radial and azimuthal
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directions is neglected at each profile and only the axial velocity profile is taken into account

for the stability analysis.

Similar to the derivation of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, substituting the normal mode

Ansatz 2.23 into the mass continuity and the Navier-Stokes equation and linearizing with

respect to the mean flow, one obtains a set of four differential equations:

for continuity

∂rF +
F

r
+
mG

r
+ αH = 0 (2.24a)

for the x-momentum

∂2rH

Ret
+
∂rH

rRet
+

[
iω − imVθ

r
− iαVx −m2r2Ret

]
H

−i∂rVxF−iαP =
α2H

Ret
(2.24b)

for the r-momentum

i∂2rF

Ret
+
i∂rF

rRet
−
[
ω − mVθ

r
− αVx +

i(m2 + 1)

r2Ret

]
F

−2

[
im

r2Ret
− Vθ

r

]
G−∂rP =

iα2F

Ret
(2.24c)

for the θ-momentum

∂2rG

Ret
+
∂rG

rRet
+

[
iω − imVθ

r
− iαVx −

m2 + 1

r2Ret

]
G

−
[
i∂rVθ +

2m

r2Ret
+
iVθ
r

]
F− imP

r
=
α2G

Ret
, (2.24d)

with the turbulent Reynolds number Ret, which is determined from the fluid viscosity and

an additional eddy viscosity, resulting from the small-scale fluctuations and being taken

into account via the Boussinesq approximation.

In the present investigation, the amplification rate of perturbations in the combustor flow

under acoustically forced conditions is analyzed. Hence, it is assumed that coherent struc-

tures are axisymmetric with m = 0. The boundary conditions are set to

F (∞) = G(∞) = H(∞) = P (∞) = 0 (2.25a)

F (0) = G(0) = 0 (2.25b)

H(0) and P (0) finite. (2.25c)

The so-called spatial stability analysis approach is applied, with a complex wave number

α and real frequencies ω. In order to achieve a solution for the system of differential

equations 2.24, the according dispersion relation is solved for each axial position x and

each frequency ω using the Chebyshev spectral collocation methods and obtaining the
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complex eigenvalue α and the complex eigenfunctions H,F,G and P . The imaginary part

of the axial wave number α is the negative growth rate of perturbations at a certain axial

location and frequency.
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Chapter 3

Measurement Techniques

In the following, the measurement and post processing techniques used in the associated

publications are briefly described. Since the techniques are not the focus of this thesis, but

merely used as tools, only rough explanations are given. For more detailed information,

the reader is referred to the references.

3.1 Multi Microphone Method (MMM)

In order to determine the planar acoustic field in ducts, the multi microphone method is

used. Schuermans [29] gives a comprehensive overview and mathematical implementation

of this technique. At several axial positions in the duct, microphones are mounted and the

acoustic pressure fluctuations are measured. A least square fit of the Fourier transform

is applied in order to determine the planar acoustic field in the duct. For the measure-

ments described here, 3 to 5 microphones were mounted upstream and downstream of the

combustor in order to identify the acoustic pressure and velocity fluctuations.

3.2 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)

Particle image velocimetry is a state of the art measurement technique that is extensively

described in literature [56, 57]. It allows in the applied configuration for the measurement

of two velocity components in a plane in the combustion chamber. The measurement plane

is illuminated with a laser sheet twice and the reflection of seeding particles in the flow is

captured with a camera. By cross correlating the two images, the velocity field is obtained.

While the basic principle of this method is rather simple, advanced applications as well as

post processing methods can become very complex depending on the exact specification of

the measurement.
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3.3 Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA)

Laser Doppler anemometry is a well known measurement technique [57], that allows for

pointwise highly time resolved two component velocity measurements. Two coherent laser

beams are crossed, generating an interference pattern in a small measurement volume.

Particles that are seeded into the flow and cross the volume reflect the light to a sensor. The

intensity fluctuation of the light that results from the interference pattern can be analyzed

using wavelet decomposition methods in order to determine the velocity component of the

particle normal to the pattern. Using this principle with two laser beam pairs at different

frequencies allows for two component velocity measurements.

3.4 OH* chemiluminescence

A direct measurement of the heat release in a flame is hardly possible. Hence, a mea-

surement of the intensity of light emission of the flame at particular wavelengths is used

as a surrogate. The OH-radical is an intermediate reaction species that occurs during the

combustion process of natural gas and several other fuels. The excited radical emits light at

a wavelength of around 308 nm. A photomultiplier equipped with a band-pass filter is ap-

plied in the measurements in order to capture the integral OH∗ chemiluminescence at a high

temporal resolution. An intensified CCD camera, also equipped with a band-pass filter, is

used to measure the spatial distribution of the heat release in the flame. As stated in chap-

ter 2, equivalence ratio fluctuations may have an influence on the OH∗ chemiluminescence

intensity, hence, a quantitative analysis of the heat release by the OH∗ chemiluminescence

is only valid for perfectly premixed operation conditions.

3.5 Phase-averaging

The camera used for recording the OH∗ chemiluminescence images is capable of taking pic-

tures with a repetition frequency of ≈ 5 Hz. In order to resolve the heat release fluctuations

that occur at the much higher forcing frequencies, a triggering signal of the camera was

recorded and a phase-average algorithm [58] is applied to the images in post processing. A

Hilbert transformation of the reference signal is applied in order to determine the phase of

the triggering signals of the camera relative to the oscillation of the reference signal.

3.6 Abel deconvolution

The camera used for the OH∗ chemiluminescence images captures a line of sight integration

of the OH∗ chemiluminescence of the flame. In order to recover the radial distribution of

the OH∗ chemiluminescence from the projection, Abel deconvolution schemes [59, 60] were

applied. Rotational symmetries have to be assumed for the application of this technique.

Although the occurrence of non-rotational symmetric coherent structures was not a priori
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precluded, this assumption is valid, since the phase averaging of the OH∗ chemiluminescence

images with respect to the forcing frequencies eliminates antisymmetric structures like

precessing vortex core oscillations, if present, as long as they occur at a frequency other

than the forcing frequency.
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Publications

The following pages include the publications, which are discussed in the subsequent chapter.
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An Experimental Investigation of
the Nonlinear Response of an
Atmospheric Swirl-Stabilized
Premixed Flame
Due to stringent emission restrictions, modern gas turbines mostly rely on lean premixed
combustion. Since this combustion mode is susceptible to thermoacoustic instabilities,
there is a need for modeling tools with predictive capabilities. Linear network models are
able to predict the occurrence of thermoacoustic instabilities but yield no information on
the oscillation amplitude. The prediction of the pulsation levels and hence an estimation
whether a certain operating condition has to be avoided is only possible if information on
the nonlinear flame response is available. Typically, the flame response shows saturation
at high forcing amplitudes. A newly constructed atmospheric test rig, specifically de-
signed for the realization of high excitation amplitudes over a broad frequency range, is
used to generate extremely high acoustic forcing power with velocity fluctuations of up to
100% of the mean flow. The test rig consists of a generic combustor with a premixed
swirl-stabilized natural gas flame, where the upstream part has a variable length to
generate adaptive resonances of the acoustic field. The OH chemiluminescence re-
sponse, with respect to velocity fluctuations at the burner, is measured for various exci-
tation frequencies and amplitudes. From these measurements, an amplitude dependent
flame transfer function is obtained. Phase-averaged OH pictures are used to identify
changes in the flame shape related to saturation mechanisms. For different frequency
regimes, different saturation mechanisms are identified. DOI: 10.1115/1.4002946

1 Introduction
One of the main issues in gas turbine development is the sta-

bility of the combustion process. By the implementation of lean
premixed combustion, stringent emissions restrictions could be
followed, but the combustion process was adversely affected, as it
became more susceptible to thermoacoustic instabilities. These in-
stabilities arise from the interaction of the unsteady heat release
and the acoustic field in the engine. If the two mechanisms con-
structively interfere, high amplitude pressure pulsations occur,
which have a detrimental effect on the combustion process 1 .
Linear thermoacoustic models of premixed combustion systems
have been widely used to predict linear system stability see, e.g.,
Ref. 2 or Ref. 3 . However, for an estimation whether a certain
instability is harmful for the engine, the amplitude of the pressure
pulsations has to be known.

For linearly unstable operating conditions, the energy gain of
the acoustic field due to thermoacoustic interactions is larger than
the damping at small oscillation amplitudes. Hence, perturbations
grow exponentially until nonlinear mechanisms start to become
important. The dominant nonlinearity is commonly attributed to
the flame response 4 and has been found to be mainly of satu-
ration type. The loss mechanisms associated with visco-thermal
damping and radiation from the boundaries can be, on the other
hand, considered essentially linear. The variation of the energy
gain and loss as a function of the oscillation amplitude is quanti-
tatively shown in Fig. 1. Due to the saturation in the flame re-
sponse, a balance of acoustic energy gain and loss is established at
finite oscillation amplitude, the limit cycle. Clearly, to determine
the amplitude of the limit cycle oscillation, the nonlinear depen-

dence of the energy gain essentially the flame transfer function
has to be known. If an amplitude dependent flame response—the
flame describing function—is available, the oscillation amplitude
can be estimated 4,5 . On the other hand, a premixed combustion
system may exhibit strong thermoacoustic oscillations even if it is
linearly stable 6,7 . These subcritical instabilities cannot be de-
tected by a linear analysis. Opposed to linear instabilities, the
existence of this type of oscillations can only be predicted if the
nonlinear flame response is known.

Saturation effects in the flame transfer function of industrial-
type swirl burners are often assumed to set in at velocity oscilla-
tion amplitudes that are of the order of the mean flow 8,9 . There-
fore, it is necessary to realize a forcing mechanism which
provides excitation amplitudes in that order of magnitude. The
combustor test rig used for the investigations presented in this
paper was specifically designed for the experimental investigation
of nonlinear flame transfer functions. High forcing amplitudes are
realized by using four high power woofers in combination with a
variable upstream impedance—a trombone. As a first application,
the high amplitude forcing capabilities of the test rig have been
used to assess the nonlinearity of the acoustic damping in the
burner and at the outlet boundary condition 10 .

In the present investigation, the flame describing function
FDF has been determined for a range of frequencies and forcing

amplitudes at fixed operation conditions. OH images from the
flame have been recorded and used to gain information on the
flame shape characteristics related to the saturation processes for
different frequencies. Two excitation frequencies are investigated
in detail.

2 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup that was used for the present investiga-

tions is an atmospheric combustor test rig shown schematically in
Fig. 2. The burner that is mounted in the test rig consists of a swirl
generator followed by an annular duct and an area discontinuity to
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the combustion chamber Fig. 3, left . Figure 3 right shows a cut
through the swirl generator, which was designed based on the
movable block principle 11 to allow for a wide range of swirl
numbers. The flow enters axially into this section and is then
guided radially between fixed blocks and movable blocks into the
inner tube. Between the blocks, there are two types of slots: i
radial and ii mixed radial and tangential. By moving all blocks
of one type, the sizes of the two slot types can be varied and thus
the amount of tangential momentum which leads to a change in
swirl intensity. The swirl number can be varied between 0 and
approximately 2. All tests were run at a calculated swirl number

12 of approximately 1.2. Fuel natural gas is injected through
16 circumferentially distributed holes in the upstream plate of the
swirl generator, near the root of the centerbody.

After passing the swirler, the flow enters an annular duct fol-
lowed by an area expansion to the combustion chamber where a
vortex breakdown is established. This leads to a recirculation zone
and thus to a stabilization of the flame. The combustion chamber
is made from silica glass to provide optical access for chemilumi-
nescence measurements, i.e., integral OH emissions recorded
with a photomultiplier and OH pictures acquired with an inten-
sified charge coupled device ICCD -camera. The exhaust tube
provides the possibility to change the downstream reflection coef-
ficient by mounting an orifice. At the tube upstream of the swirl
generator, an array of microphones is mounted see Fig. 2 . The
axially distributed microphones allow to determine the plane
acoustic field with the multimicrophone-method 13 . Using the
burner transfer matrix without flame, which is known from pre-
liminary tests 10 , the velocity fluctuation at the combustion
chamber inlet due to the acoustic field upstream of the combustor
can be calculated. In this way, the amplitude dependence of the
burner transfer matrix is not taken into account. This might intro-
duce a slight error in the determined velocity fluctuation.

The main feature of the test rig, concerning the realization of
high forcing amplitudes for amplitude dependent flame transfer
function measurements, is the combination of four 18 in. ap-
proximately 460 mm woofers B&C 18PS76, with a maximum
electrical power of 600 W per speaker with a variable upstream
impedance of the combustor. To realize the latter, the length of the
tube between the speakers and the burner inlet can be varied with
a computer controlled traversing system. This mechanism allows
to use the forcing of the woofers in resonance over the desired
frequency range. The end of the trombone tube upstream of the
loudspeakers is connected with a preheater supplying the combus-
tion system with air preheated up to 500°C.

All tests presented in this paper were carried out with an air
mass flow of 150 kg/h at a preheat temperature of 220°C with an
equivalence ratio of =0.65. The test conditions for the present
investigations were as follows. For different lengths of the up-
stream tube, a sweep in the frequency range of interest was used
as a forcing signal. In this way, the resonance frequencies could be
identified Fig. 4 . In a next step, these frequencies were used for
a sinusoidal excitation with increasing amplitudes. For each am-
plitude, 500 pictures were acquired with the ICCD camera. A
trigger pulse from the camera system is recorded and is used in
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the post-processing to make a phase correlation for each image
with the photomultiplier signal and perform a phase-locking aver-
age of the images 14 . The phase-averaged images correspond to
the projection of an approximately axisymmetric intensity distri-
bution. An Abel deconvolution scheme 15 was applied to the
phase-averaged images to recover the radial intensity distribution
from the projection.

3 Measurement Results
Figure 5 shows an Abel deconvoluted image of the flame in the

unexcited case, embedded into a sketch of the combustor. The
flow, entering as a swirling annular jet, forms an inner recircula-
tion zone with a vortex breakdown and an outer recirculation
zone, indicated by the arrows 16 . The reaction zone starts at the
edge of the centerbody and grows downstream in the shear layer
between the annular jet and the inner recirculation zone.

The flame describing function generally is given by the ratio of
the Fourier transform of the normalized heat release fluctuation
and normalized velocity fluctuation

F , u =
Q /Qmean

u /umean
1

As the heat release cannot be measured directly, a common
assumption is that the flame describing function can be regarded
as the ratio of the normalized OH chemiluminescence fluctuation
and the normalized velocity fluctuation

F , u =
IOH /IOH mean

u /umean
2

This implies a linear relation between the intensity of the OH
chemiluminescence and heat release which may introduce a sig-
nificant error for a nonideally premixed operation mode as equiva-
lence ratio fluctuations can occur 17 . Anyway this relation is

used to gain qualitative information about the saturation mecha-
nisms in the flame. The flame describing function can be written
as

F , u = G , u ei , u 3

where G is a frequency and excitation amplitude dependent gain
and is a frequency and excitation amplitude dependent phase.

The measured flame describing function is shown in Fig. 6.
Between 50 Hz and 65 Hz, a regime is obvious where the lines for
different forcing amplitudes are equal and thus no dependence on
the forcing amplitude, which means that the flame response is
linear. In the range of 65–128 Hz, no data could be recorded, due
to insufficient forcing amplitudes. For forcing frequencies 128 Hz,
139 Hz, and 158 Hz, the highest fluctuations in OH chemilumi-
nescence have been measured. Palies et al. 18 found that the
transfer function gain shows the strongest nonlinear behavior in
regions where it reaches its maximum, which is confirmed here.
Further increasing the forcing frequency leads to decreasing val-
ues in the flame describing function, until at 259 Hz a minimum is
reached. Up to that frequency, the nonlinearities decrease but are
still clearly visible. Weakly nonlinear behavior is also visible in
the region from 259 Hz to 320 Hz where the values increase for
all forcing amplitudes shown.

The phase decreases monotonously corresponding to a time de-
lay of 5.9 ms between the velocity fluctuation at the combustion
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chamber inlet and the OH response. The spread in phase at 259
Hz can be neglected as the magnitude is essentially zero. Another
spread is obvious in the region of the highest values in the flame
describing function 128 Hz, 139 Hz, and 158 Hz and will be
discussed later.

As described by Lohrmann et al. 19 , two major forms of
flame pulsation shapes could be found. The first one shows a
pulsating reaction zone in the shear layer between the inner recir-
culation zone and the annular jet and appears at excitation fre-
quencies lower than a critical frequency here 200 Hz . Forcing
at higher frequencies leads to a flame shape with a vortex propa-
gating into the outer recirculation zone. In the following, the re-
sults for frequencies 128 Hz and 292 Hz will be discussed in
detail.

4 Analysis of the Response at a Forcing Frequency of
128 Hz

Figure 7 shows the normalized OH response related to the
normalized velocity fluctuation at a forcing frequency of 128 Hz.
A linear growth of the OH chemiluminescence fluctuation due to
the velocity fluctuations is visible up to u /umean 0.17. A further
increase of the forcing amplitude leads to a saturation process that
limits the OH response. Significant growth of the first and the
second harmonics, which indicates nonlinear heat release behav-
ior, is visible, even at low forcing amplitudes, at which the satu-
ration process is not apparent.

Figure 8 shows the images of the flame at a forcing frequency
of 128 Hz with increasing forcing amplitudes. The OH pictures
are phase-averaged and Abel deconvoluted. Starting at the phases
180–225 deg, it is visible that the flame is concentrated at the
burner mouth with increasing forcing amplitudes and vanishes
further downstream. In the phases 270–315 deg, the reaction zone
grows along the shear layer between the annular jet and the outer
recirculation zone. In the following, phases 0–135 deg, the flame
lifts off from the burner mouth and is convected downstream.
Comparing the last two columns, a significant change in the flame
form is absent, which agrees with the saturation characteristics
observed in Fig. 7. The maximum of the fluctuating velocity at the
combustion chamber inlet is reached at 45 deg, the minimum at
225 deg.

The phase-averaged pictures are spatially averaged to obtain an
integral intensity of the OH chemiluminescence, similar to the
photomultiplier signal. Figure 9 shows the development of the
intensity over one oscillation period for several forcing ampli-
tudes. For low amplitudes, a sinusoidal oscillation is visible. For
increasing amplitudes, the shape is changing through nonlinear
distortion. The intensity is lower than the average for more than
one half of the cycle with only small variations and is higher than
the average for the rest of the cycle showing a sharp peak. This
behavior confirms, on the one hand, the observations made in Fig.
8 with a long drift off of the flame and a fast re-ignition at the
burner mouth and in the shear layer, on the other hand, the rise of
the harmonics in Fig. 7 even at low forcing amplitudes. The av-
erage of the intensities over one oscillation period is a constant
value and does not depend on the forcing amplitude not shown
here . As the spatially integrated intensity reaches nearly zero
around 180 deg, and as the flame nearly vanishes for high ampli-
tudes, the temporal extinction of the flame can be regarded as the
dominant saturation process at 128 Hz.

To estimate the position of the flame, the center of mass COM
of one-half of the Abel deconvoluted, phase-averaged pictures is
calculated as follows:

COMr =

I r,x xdx

I r,x dx

, COMx =

I r,x rdr

I r,x dr

4

where I is the intensity distribution.
Figure 10 shows the movement of the COM in the upper half of

the Abel deconvoluted images Fig. 8 over one period at a forcing
frequency of 128 Hz. The movement of the COM grows with
increasing forcing amplitude. A saturation process of the move-
ment of the COM is visible for high forcing amplitudes. The
COM moves clockwise during one oscillation.

Averaging the COM over one oscillation period, the movement
of the averaged flame position depending on the excitation ampli-
tude can be obtained. These are shown in Fig. 11 for all frequen-
cies considered. It is visible that the movement of the averaged
flame position is dominant for 128 Hz, 139 Hz, and 159 Hz and
nearly vanishes for most of the other frequencies. At the frequen-
cies with high response, the averaged flame position moves 20–30
mm downstream and 6 mm in the radial direction. In Fig. 6, an
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increase in the phase lag for increasing excitation amplitudes has
been observed. This can be explained with the movement down-
stream of the averaged flame position and thus an increased time
delay depending on the forcing amplitude.

5 Analysis of the Response at a Forcing Frequency of
292 Hz

Figure 12 shows the normalized OH response related to the
normalized velocity fluctuation at a forcing frequency of 292 Hz.
A region of linear growth of the OH chemiluminescence fluctua-
tion is visible up to u /umean 0.55. In the next region, the OH
chemiluminescence fluctuation shows a nonlinear behavior, grow-
ing stronger than in the proportional linear regime up to
u /umean 0.8, and finally leading to a saturation process. This
type of amplitude dependence of the transfer function gain is par-
ticularly important, since it can give rise to subcritical instabilities
6,7 , which are not predicted by the linear system analysis. In

contrast to the OH response at 128 Hz, the saturation occurs at a
larger value of u /umean, whereas OH /OHmean is much smaller.

The first harmonic grows with the forcing amplitude but in a
smaller manner than in Fig. 7. The second harmonic is nearly
absent.

Figure 13 shows the phase-averaged, Abel deconvoluted OH
images, taken at a forcing frequency of 292 Hz. Starting from a
phase of 90 deg, it can be observed that the flame is sucked close
to the annular combustion chamber inlet 135 deg . The reaction
zone forms a vortex in the outer recirculation zone at a phase of
225 deg. These outer branches of the flame are convected down-
stream in the following phases 270–45 deg as the annular jet
grows, until the flame reaches the original position of the shear
layer between the annular jet and the inner recirculation zone
again at 90 deg. The maximum of the fluctuating velocity at the
combustion chamber inlet is reached at 105 deg, the minimum at
285 deg.

Figure 14 shows the development of the intensity over one
oscillation period for several forcing amplitudes at 292 Hz. In
contrast to Fig. 9, a sinusoidal behavior is visible not only for
small amplitudes, but also for forcing corresponding to a velocity
fluctuation of up to u /umean 1. A saturation in the fluctuation
amplitude is visible for the two cases with the highest forcing
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amplitudes in good agreement with Fig. 12. The low amplitude of
the higher harmonics can be confirmed in this case, too.

6 Self-Excited Instability
Since the flame was unstable with an open exhaust tube at the

operating conditions chosen here, all results presented so far have
been measured with an orifice at the exhaust tube, changing the
downstream reflection coefficient and suppressing the instability.
The orifice was removed in order to measure the amplitude of a
limit cycle of the self-excited instability. Neither the frequency
nor the amplitude changed considerably depending on the position
of the traversing system. This independence on the upstream re-
flection coefficient confirms a strong saturation in the region of
the limit cycle. Figure 15 shows a spectrum and a time trace of the
instability. In the latter, temporal extinction as found in Fig. 9 is
visible, as the OH chemiluminescence reaches nearly zero in the
minimum. The spectrum shows a saturation at OH /OHmean

1.3 at a frequency of 173 Hz. The OH response of the two
frequencies closest to this point, for which a flame describing
function has been determined, is shown in Fig. 16 top and
middle . Although a combustion chamber inlet velocity fluctuation

of more than u /umean=0.5 was realized, the regime of saturation
where the limit cycle in the self-excited instability is situated
could not be reached. Figure 16 bottom shows the OH response
at a forcing frequency of 50 Hz, where the resonance in the up-
stream tube of the trombone allows a forcing amplitude of up to
u /umean=1.8, and a saturation of the OH response is visible at
u /umean 1.5. Here, as well as in the instability case, it becomes
clear that a forcing amplitude of much more than u /umean
=0.5. .1 is necessary to measure the saturation behavior at all
relevant frequencies.

7 Summary and Outlook
The flame describing function has been determined in a fre-

quency range of 50–320 Hz. The phase-averaged, Abel deconvo-
luted OH images of the flame have been used to gain information
on the flame shape behavior at saturation processes at different
frequencies. For low frequencies up to 235 Hz , partial extinction
has been found to be the dominant mechanism leading to a satu-
ration in the OH response of the flame. A shift in the phase for
high excitation amplitudes has been identified to be related to a
movement of the average flame position. For excitation frequen-
cies higher than 270 Hz, a vortex, propagating into the outer re-
circulation zone, in the flame shape could be found. It is shown
that forcing amplitudes of u /umean=0.5. .1 are not sufficient for
several frequencies to measure a saturation process in the flame
response.

In future work, modeling of pulsation amplitudes from the
flame describing function and the acoustic boundaries is planed.
Phase-averaged particle image velocimetry measurements will be
done to gain detailed information on the interaction of the flow
field and the flame.
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Nomenclature
COMr radial coordinate center of mass
COMx axial coordinate center of mass

F flame describing function
G gain of flame describing function
I intensity distribution

IOH / IOH mean normalized OH chemiluminescence intensity
Q /Qmean normalized heat release fluctuation
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u velocity fluctuation
u /umean normalized velocity fluctuation

x axial coordinate
equivalence ratio
phase angle of flame describing function
angular frequency
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Amplitude-Dependent Flow
Field and Flame Response
to Axial and Tangential
Velocity Fluctuations
The current paper investigates the nonlinear interaction of the flow field and the unsteady
heat release rate and the role of swirl fluctuations. The test rig consists of a generic
swirl-stabilized combustor fed with natural gas and equipped with a high-amplitude forc-
ing device. The influence of the phase between axial and azimuthal velocity oscillations is
assessed on the basis of the amplitude and phase relations between the velocity fluctua-
tions at the inlet and the outlet of the burner. These relations are determined in the
experiment with the multimicrophone-method and a two component laser Doppler velo-
cimeter (LDV). Particle image velocimetry (PIV) and OH*-chemiluminescence measure-
ments are conducted to study the interaction between the flow field and the flame. For
several frequency regimes, characteristic properties of the forced flow field and flame are
identified, and a strong amplitude dependence is observed. It is found that the convective
time delay between the swirl generator and the flame has an important influence on
swirl-number oscillations and the flame dynamics in the low-frequency regime. For mid
and high frequencies, significant changes in the mean flow field and the mean flame posi-
tion are identified for high forcing amplitudes. These affect the interaction between
coherent structures and the flame and are suggested to be responsible for the saturation
in the flame response at high forcing amplitudes. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4029368]

Introduction

To meet the requirements of ultra low emissions, modern gas
turbines mostly rely on lean premixed combustion. A strong sus-
ceptibility of this combustion mode to thermoacoustic instabilities
makes a detailed understanding of the underlying physical mecha-
nisms necessary. These instabilities arise from the interaction of
the unsteady heat release rate in the flame and the acoustic field in
the combustor. If the two mechanisms constructively interfere,
high-amplitude pressure pulsations occur, which have a detrimental
effect on the combustion process and the engine life time [1].

Linear thermoacoustic models of premixed combustion systems
have been widely used to predict linear system stability (see
Ref. [2] or Ref. [3]). Traditional network modeling techniques are
based on small-amplitude input–output relations in frequency
domain. They can thus be only used to predict system stability or
instability and the associated oscillation frequencies. However, to
assess whether a certain instability has to be avoided, the amplitude
of the pressure pulsations has to be known.

For linearly unstable operating conditions, the energy gain of
the acoustic field due to the interaction with the unsteady heat
release rate in the flame is larger than the damping at small oscil-
lation amplitudes. Hence, perturbations increase exponentially
until nonlinear mechanisms limit the growth. The dominant nonli-
nearity is commonly attributed to the flame response [4] and has
been found to be essentially of saturation type. The loss mecha-
nisms are, on the other hand, often considered to be linear, as they

are associated with viscothermal damping and sound radiation
from the boundaries. The variation of the energy gain and loss as
a function of the oscillation amplitude is qualitatively shown in
Fig. 1. Due to saturation in the flame response, a balance of acous-
tic energy gain and loss is established at a finite oscillation ampli-
tude, the limit cycle. To estimate the amplitude of the limit cycle
oscillation, the nonlinear dependence of the energy gain, which is
determined by the amplitude dependence of the flame response,
must be known.

Saturation effects in the flame response of industrial-type swirl
burners are often assumed to become significant at velocity oscil-
lation amplitudes that are of the order of the mean flow [5,6].
Therefore, it is necessary to provide forcing amplitudes of this

Fig. 1 Acoustic energy balance and supercritical instability
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magnitude over a broad frequency range in order to measure non-
linear effects in the flame response.

The amplitude-dependent flame transfer function, commonly
referred to as the flame describing function [4,7], is defined as

Fðx; ju0jÞ ¼ Q0=Qmean

u0=umean

(1)

where Q0 and u0 are the Fourier transforms of the fluctuations in
heat release rate and combustion chamber inlet velocity, respec-
tively, x is the angular oscillation frequency, and ju0j denotes the
fundamental velocity fluctuation amplitude. As the heat release
rate cannot be measured directly, a common assumption is that
the flame describing function can be represented as the ratio of
normalized fluctuations in OH*-chemiluminescence and combus-
tor inlet velocity

Fðx; ju0jÞ ¼ OH =OHmean

u0=umean

(2)

This implies a linear relation between the light emission inten-
sity of excited OH radicals and the heat release rate, which is a
reasonable assumption for perfectly premixed conditions [8]. The
flame describing function can be alternatively expressed as

Fðx; ju0jÞ ¼ Gðx; ju0jÞei/ðx;ju0jÞ (3)

where G is the frequency and amplitude-dependent gain and / is
a frequency and amplitude-dependent phase. If the flame describ-
ing function is available, the oscillation amplitude of the combus-
tion system can be estimated using extensions of the traditional
network modeling techniques [4,7].

Various mechanisms have been shown to be responsible for
heat release rate fluctuations induced by velocity perturbations,
e.g., equivalence ratio oscillations [9–11], flame front fluctuations
[12–14], or excitation of fluid mechanical instabilities [6,12,15].
An axial fluctuation of the combustion chamber inlet velocity can
result in the generation of vortices at the inner and/or outer edge
of the annular combustion chamber inlet. Armitage et al. [16]
identified increased vortex generation and the associated flame
front wrinkling due to shed vortices convected along the inner and
outer shear layers to result in saturation of the flame response at
high forcing amplitudes.

Entrainment of gases from the outer or inner recirculation zones
is a mechanism associated with vortex shedding. The resulting
enhancement of the mixing of fresh gas in the annular jet with hot
exhaust gas and radicals from the recirculation zones can result in
ignition of the jet upstream of the main reaction zone and cause
an oscillating flame front. Vortices shed from the combustion
chamber inlet may also result in a locally increased turbulence
level and thus augment the burning velocity; this may enable the
flame to propagate into the vortex core [8]. As the increase in
burning velocity due to turbulent fluctuations is limited, this
mechanism saturates at increased forcing amplitudes.

Based on the measurement data used in the present paper,
Oberleithner et al. [17] conducted a hydrodynamic stability analy-
sis of the reacting flow field. A strong correlation of saturations in
the amplification of flow disturbances due to shear layer instabil-
ities and the saturation of the flame response were identified for
the mid frequency regime.

Palies et al. [18] demonstrated that mode conversion occurs in a
swirl generator, which has a strong impact on the flame response.
An axial velocity fluctuation upstream of the swirl generator
results in an axial and a tangential velocity fluctuation down-
stream, subject to different transport velocities. The axial fluctua-
tion is an acoustic wave, traveling with the speed of sound,
whereas the tangential fluctuation is a vortical perturbation of the
hydrodynamic field, and thus travels with a speed at the order of
the flow velocity. The resulting time lag at the combustion chamber

inlet between the two velocity fluctuations results in disturbances in
swirl and hence in flame angle (FA) fluctuations. This may have a
strong effect on the flame shape and position.

Following the results available in the literature, the interaction
of hydrodynamic structures and the heat release rate of the flame
is of crucial importance for the understanding of the flame
response saturation mechanisms. Hence, the aim of this study is to
shed some light onto the flow field–heat release interaction using
phase-averaged and spatially resolved flow field and heat release
rate data. After a brief description of the experimental apparatus,
PIV and OH* camera measurement results are discussed. Several
saturation mechanisms are identified, which are summarized at
the end of the study.

Experimental Setup

The atmospheric combustor test rig used for the present investi-
gation is shown schematically in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows the
burner, which consists of a swirl generator followed by an annular
duct and an area discontinuity to the combustion chamber. The

Fig. 2 Test rig overview with measurement devices

Fig. 3 Burner, swirl generator with annular duct, and area
jump to silica glass combustion chamber; flame angle (FA) and
center of mass (COM) are indicated
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center of mass (COM) and the FA are indicated. The FA is defined
as the angle between the combustor axis and the line between the
COM of the OH* chemiluminescence distribution and the middle
of the annular combustor inlet (Fig. 4) and will be used later in
this paper. Figure 4 shows a cut through the swirl generator, which
was designed based on the movable block principle [19] in order
to allow for a variation of the swirl number. The flow enters axi-
ally into this section and is then guided radially between the fixed
blocks, mounted on the downstream plate of the swirler, and the
movable blocks, mounted on the upstream plate of the swirler,
into the inner annular duct. Between the blocks, there are two
types of slots: (i) radial and (ii) mixed radial and tangential. By
turning the upstream plate of the swirler and thereby moving all
blocks of one type, the sizes of the two slot types can be varied
and thus the amount of tangential momentum. This leads to a
change in swirl intensity. Schneider [20] gives a theoretical (geo-
metrical) swirl number in an annular setup like the one used here
based on Leuckels [19] analytic derivation for a movable block swir-
ler. The theoretical swirl number used in the present investigation
is 0.7.

The combustor was operated in a perfectly premixed mode,
with natural gas injected far upstream of the combustor, near the
loudspeakers (see Fig. 2), with an equivalence ratio of u ¼ 0:7.
Due to the large distance between fuel injection and combustion
chamber ( 2 m), a homogeneous mixture of fuel and air is
assumed. The combustor is operated at a Reynolds number of
37,000, based on the hydraulic diameter of the annular duct down-
stream of the swirler and the bulk velocity therein. After passing
the swirler, the flow enters the annular duct followed by an area
expansion to the combustion chamber, where vortex breakdown is
established. This leads to a recirculation zone and thus to a stabili-
zation of the flame. The combustion chamber is made from silica
glass in order to provide optical access for chemiluminescence
and laser optical measurements (i.e., integral OH* emissions
recorded with a photomultiplier, OH*-chemiluminescence images
acquired with an ICCD-camera, PIV, and LDV measurements).

The exhaust tube can be equipped with an orifice at the down-
stream end in order to prevent self-excited thermoacoustic insta-
bilities, which are present in the test rig at certain operating
conditions when using an unobstructed combustor outlet. At the
tube upstream of the swirl generator, an array of microphones is
mounted (see Fig. 2). The axially distributed microphones allow
to determine the plane acoustic field with the multimicrophone-
method [21].

The main feature of the test rig, concerning the realization of
high forcing amplitudes for measurements of the nonlinear flame
response, is the combination of four 18-in. woofers (B&C
18PS76), with a maximum electrical power of 600 W per speaker
with a variable upstream impedance of the combustor. To realize
the latter, the length of the tube between the speakers and the
burner inlet can be varied with a computer controlled traversing
system. This mechanism allows the forcing of the woofers to be
used in resonance over the desired frequency range. For different

lengths of the upstream tube, a sine sweep between 50 and 500 Hz
was used as a forcing signal. Resonance frequencies were identi-
fied and subsequently used for sinusoidal excitation with increasing
amplitudes.

OH*-chemiluminescence was measured in two ways. A photo-
multiplier with a band-pass filter centered at 307 nm was used to
detect the time-resolved global OH*-chemiluminescence intensity
in order to allow for an estimation of the heat release rate fluctua-
tions. Simultaneously, an intensified CCD camera, also equipped
with a band-pass filter centered at 307 nm, was used to gain infor-
mation on the phase-resolved spatial distribution of the heat
release rate. This camera was operated at a low temporal resolu-
tion ( 5 Hz) compared to the oscillation frequencies of the flame.
For every case presented, 500 pictures were acquired. A trigger
pulse from the camera system was recorded and was used in a
postprocessing step to perform a phase correlation for each image
with respect to the excitation signal. In this way, a phase-
conditioned average of the images can be achieved [22]. The
phase-averaged images correspond to the projection of an approx-
imately axisymmetric intensity distribution. An Abel deconvolu-
tion scheme [23] was applied to the phase-averaged images to
recover the radial intensity distribution from the projection.

The amplitude-dependent burner transfer function was obtained
by a combination of the multimicrophone-method [21] and two-
component LDV measurements. This allows for a characterization
of the downstream response of the burner in terms of axial and
azimuthal velocity fluctuations as a function of the oscillation fre-
quency and the amplitude on the upstream side. The velocity fluc-
tuation in the annular jet at the combustion chamber inlet was
measured with a two-component LDV system. It allows for highly
time-resolved, simultaneous measurements of two velocity com-
ponents, in the present case axial and tangential, at one point in
the middle of the radial extent of the annular jet, approximately
7 mm downstream of the combustion chamber inlet.

PIV measurements were made for various forcing frequencies
and amplitudes in the reacting flow field; the flow was seeded
with aluminum oxide particles. An Nd:YAG laser (see Fig. 2) was
used with a pulse separation of 6 ls, in order to obtain the flow
field in the axial and radial directions in a plane through the center
axis of the combustor.

Measurement Results

This section starts with an analysis of the measurement results
for the amplitude-dependent response of the burner. Subsequently,
the flame describing function is discussed. For specific frequen-
cies, the interaction between the flow field oscillations and the
corresponding fluctuations in the heat release rate distribution are
presented.

Burner Transfer Function. Figure 5 shows the acoustic trans-
fer function of the burner. The axial describing function, relating
fluctuations in axial velocity at the swirler inlet to fluctuations in
axial velocity at the combustion chamber inlet, shows moderate
saturation for low forcing frequencies. For frequencies higher
than 150 Hz, no saturation occurs for the frequencies and ampli-
tudes investigated. Generally, the gain for the response of the
axial component decreases with increasing frequency up to
250 Hz and remains approximately constant for higher frequen-
cies. The phase exhibits only a slight frequency dependence and
no considerable effect of the forcing amplitude.

The azimuthal burner describing function, which relates fluctu-
ations in axial velocity at the swirler inlet to fluctuations in azi-
muthal velocity at the combustion chamber inlet, is shown in
Fig. 6. The phase decreases continuously, corresponding to a time
lag of 4.4 ms, which is associated with the convective time from
the swirl generator to the combustor inlet, and is amplitude inde-
pendent. The spread at 254 Hz is due to a vanishing magnitude
and hence irrelevant. The magnitude of the azimuthal describing
function decreases up to 150 Hz. For frequencies higher thanFig. 4 Burner, cut through the movable block swirl generator
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200 Hz, the gain is about one order of magnitude lower than the
gain of the axial describing function. Hence, azimuthal velocity
fluctuations do not have a considerable influence at these higher
frequencies.

Amplitude Dependence of the Flame Response and Interaction
With the Flow Dynamics. Figure 7 presents the flame describing
function. The phase is decreasing continuously with increasing
frequency. For frequencies higher than 200 Hz, a weak amplitude
dependence of the phase can be observed. The slope of the phase
is associated with a time lag of 4.4 ms. The equivalence with the
convective time delay of the azimuthal burner describing function
appears to be a coincidence.

It is often assumed that the flame response to velocity perturba-
tions is mostly related to two mechanisms which are convectively
transported to the flame front [8]: equivalence ratio fluctuations,
which do not have an influence in the present setup due to the
long mixing length, and vortex shedding at the area discontinuity
at the combustion chamber inlet. One oscillation period at 254 Hz,

which is the frequency with the highest gain in the flame transfer
function, corresponds to 4 ms. This is in good agreement with
the time delay calculated from the slope of the phase of 4.4 ms
and indicates that one mechanism is clearly dominating the flame
response almost over the entire frequency range investigated. In
the linear regime, the gain of the flame describing function
decreases at lower frequencies until a minimum is attained at
about 75 Hz. The larger gain at 53 Hz indicates the occurrence of
another mechanism determining the flame response in that fre-
quency regime. Saturation in the flame response can be observed
over almost the entire frequency range for increasing forcing
amplitudes.

Forcing at 53Hz. Figure 8 consists of two columns, each
showing the Abel-deconvoluted radially weighted OH*-
chemiluminescence images of the flame at six of eight equidistant
phases of one oscillation period and the associated flow field at a
forcing frequency of 53 Hz. On the left side of each image, the
flow field is displayed as a vector plot visualizing regions of high
velocity, on the right side as streamlines revealing vortical struc-
tures. The solid line indicates the inner region of reversed axial
flow. Each column corresponds to one normalized forcing ampli-
tude, left 0.22 and right 0.33, in the linear regime of the flame
response (see Fig. 9).

Although a normalized forcing amplitude of almost 0.5 was
reached, a clear saturation of the describing function could not be
observed at 53 Hz. Generally, the oscillation of the flame front
and the flow field at the two forcing amplitudes examined here are
qualitatively similar but show the phenomena discussed in the
following with varying intensity.

For 53 Hz, the gain of the axial and the azimuthal burner
describing functions (Figs. 5 and 6) is almost equal. The phase
between the axial and azimuthal fluctuations at the combustion
chamber inlet is approximately p. This results in a strong fluctua-
tion of the ratio between azimuthal and axial velocity, i.e., in the
swirl number and hence in the FA. While the flame is moving
downstream, phases 4–8, the intensity of the OH* chemilumines-
cence increases, whereas it decreases in the other phases of the
oscillation cycle, when the flame moves upstream.

For ju0j=u ¼ 0:22, a strong axial fluctuation of the flame posi-
tion due to FA fluctuations is already visible. In phase 4, the axial
inlet velocity is at its maximum and the azimuthal one at its mini-
mum. A pocket with low azimuthal and high axial momentum is
formed at the combustion chamber inlet and starts convecting
along the annular jet, leading to a deformation of the inner recir-
culation zone and a bend of the flame front in phase 6. In the

Fig. 5 Acoustic burner describing function, gain, and phase of
the transfer function relating axial velocity fluctuations at the
swirler inlet to axial velocity fluctuations at the combustion
chamber inlet. Symbols indicate the forcing level in terms of the
normalized acoustic velocity amplitude (ju0j=u) at the combus-
tion chamber inlet.

Fig. 6 Acoustic burner describing function, gain, and phase of
the transfer function relating axial velocity fluctuations at the
swirler inlet to azimuthal velocity fluctuations at the combus-
tion chamber inlet. Symbols indicate the forcing level in terms
of the normalized acoustic velocity amplitude (ju0j=u) at the
combustion chamber inlet.

Fig. 7 Flame describing function for various forcing ampli-
tudes. Symbols indicate the forcing level in terms of the normal-
ized acoustic velocity amplitude (ju0j=u) at the combustion
chamber inlet.
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following two phases, it convects to the downstream end of the
reaction zone and stretches the flame brush in the axial direction.
The heat release rate reaches a maximum at phase 7. The impact
of the pocket with maximum azimuthal momentum on the flame,
which is generated at phase 8, is less obvious due to the lower
heat release rate at phases 2–4.

Figure 10 shows the total displacement of the COM of the
OH*-chemiluminescence images in axial direction, DxCOM,

plotted against the acoustic displacement in the annular jet for
various frequencies. The total acoustic displacement is defined as

Dxacoustic ¼
u0jet

pf
(4)

with the absolute velocity fluctuation amplitude in the annular jet
u0jet. At a forcing frequency of 53 Hz, the displacement of the
COM of the OH*-chemiluminescence intensity is as high as the
acoustic displacement up to 40 mm. The change in the slope for
higher displacements than 40 mm can be also observed as a slight
change in the slope of the amplitude-dependent flame response in
Fig. 9 at a normalized forcing amplitude of 0.2. The slope of the
curve for 53 Hz in Fig. 10 is significantly higher than for other
forcing frequencies. The strong fluctuation of the swirl number
and hence the FA leads to an increased axial fluctuation of the
flame position. In the earlier studies [13] for other operating con-
ditions, it has been found that at similar axial flame movements,
parts of the reaction zone were torn apart from the main reaction
zone during saturation of the corresponding describing function.

Forcing at 123Hz. Figure 11 shows the Abel-deconvoluted
images of the flame and the flow field at a forcing frequency of
123 Hz at normalized forcing amplitudes of ju0j=¼0:19 corre-
sponding to the linear regime and 0.77 where the flame response
significantly changes the slope (see Fig. 12). A comparison of the

Fig. 8 Two columns corresponding to u0=u50.22 (left) and
0.33 (right) at 53 Hz. Each row corresponds to one of eight equi-
distant phases of the forcing period. Each individual picture
shows the OH* image of the flame and the corresponding
phase-averaged flow field.

Fig. 9 Amplitude-dependent flame response at 53 Hz

Fig. 10 Axial displacement of the COM of the OH*-
chemiluminescence images versus acoustic displacement in
the annular jet; straight line indicates equal acoustic and com
displacements
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phase response of the burner describing functions (Figs. 5 and 6)
shows that the axial and tangential fluctuations are approximately
in phase at the combustion chamber inlet at a forcing frequency of
123 Hz; hence, swirl fluctuations are rather small.

The first column of Fig. 11 shows only small fluctuations in the
flame location for forcing at 123 Hz compared to forcing at 53 Hz
with a similar amplitude. The axial oscillation of the flame posi-
tion due to the strong swirl number fluctuations in the previous

case is completely absent. The flame is anchored in the inner shear
layer of the annular jet and fluctuates in intensity due to the fluctu-
ation of unburned gas transport to the flame front. The maximum
of the axial velocity is in phase 2, where a deflection of the flame
front can be observed.

In phase 1, a vortex is generated at the outer edge of the com-
bustion chamber inlet and sheds in phase 2 (right column). The
vortex travels downstream along the shear layer in the subsequent
phases. A thin flame brush in the unburned gas in the outer shear
layer, which is apparent in phase 7 but can be even seen in earlier
phases, is ignited. It starts in phase 4 and increases continuously
in strength, while the axial jet velocity decreases. The flame brush
moves downstream in the outer shear layer as the axial velocity
increases in the subsequent phases and moves through the annular
jet, igniting fresh gas in the inner shear layer. Note that ignition of
the flame starts in the outer shear layer of the jet and the flame
flashes from downstream into the inner shear layer, traveling
upstream while the axial velocity is increasing.

With increasing forcing amplitude, vortices shed at the outer
edge of the combustion chamber inlet gain intensity. These vorti-
ces lead to an increased entrainment from the outer recirculation
zone which thickens the shear layer. As the flow is confined, the
increased thickness of the shear layer narrows the inner recircula-
tion zone and leads to a decreased FA for all phases compared to
the lower-amplitude forcing case. This results in a vortex in the
inner shear layer that is visible over almost the entire oscillation
period, one half nozzle diameter downstream of the inner edge of
the combustion chamber inlet. Note that the axial extent of the
flame increases for the higher forcing amplitude.

Forcing at 254Hz. Figure 13 shows Abel-deconvoluted
images of the flame and the flow field for a forcing frequency of
254 Hz. The normalized forcing amplitudes ju0j=u ¼ 0:12 and
0.75 correspond to the end of the linear and to the saturated re-
gime of the flame describing function, respectively (see Fig. 14).
Please note that the flame describing function shows two satura-
tion regimes at forcing amplitudes of ju0j=u 0:2 and
ju0j=u 0:7, respectively.

The burner describing function (Fig. 6) exhibits a vanishing
azimuthal fluctuation amplitude compared to the magnitude of the
axial fluctuation for frequencies larger than 200 Hz. Therefore,
any fluctuation in the azimuthal velocity is neglected in the
following discussion.

In phase 6, the axial velocity is at a minimum. In the left col-
umn, a flame brush develops upstream of the main reaction zone.
The reacting pocket convects along the annular jet, becoming
stronger in the subsequent phases until it hits the main reaction
zone at phase 4.

Fig. 11 Two columns corresponding to ju0j=u50:19 (left) and
0.77 (right) at 123 Hz. Each row corresponds to one of eight
equidistant phases of the forcing period. Each individual pic-
ture shows the OH* image of the flame and the corresponding
phase-averaged flow field.

Fig. 12 Amplitude-dependent flame response at 123 Hz
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For the higher forcing amplitude, again, the inner recirculation
zone is narrowed significantly, resulting in a decreased FA.
Figure 15 shows the FAs for 254 Hz and various other forcing fre-
quencies plotted against the normalized forcing amplitude. The
FA decreases significantly for all frequencies investigated with
increasing forcing amplitude. The flow field data confirm that the
inner recirculation zone is narrowed significantly for increased
forcing amplitudes (not shown). A plausible explanation is that

for increasing forcing amplitudes the vortices shed at the combus-
tion chamber inlet gain intensity. Due to an increased entrainment,
the growth of the shear layer is increased, which in turn squeezes
the inner recirculation zone and leads to the observed narrowing.

Due to the narrowed inner recirculation zone, the flame is con-
tinuously anchored in the wake of the center body, near the com-
bustion chamber inlet. For several phases, the flame also increases
further downstream (right column of Fig. 13). Figure 16 shows
the average over the oscillation cycle of the transverse moment of
inertia of the phase-averaged OH* chemiluminescence plotted
against the acoustic displacement. The transverse moment of iner-
tia xMOI of the chemiluminescence distribution I is calculated as

xMOI ¼

ð
A

x2Iðx; yÞdAð
A

Iðx; yÞdA

This quantity is an indicator of the axial expansion of the flame
and grows with higher forcing amplitude for all frequencies inves-
tigated. This increases the temporal scatter of the response of the
flame to flow perturbations and hence dampens the response.

Oberleithner et al. [17] showed for the present measurement
data that the amplification of flow disturbances, due to shear layer
instabilities, underlie a saturation at increasing forcing amplitudes,

Fig. 13 Two columns corresponding to ju0j=u50.12 (left) and
0.75 (right) at 254 Hz. Each row corresponds to one of eight
equidistant phases of the forcing period. Each individual pic-
ture shows the OH* image of the flame and the corresponding
phase-averaged flow field.

Fig. 14 Amplitude-dependent flame response at 254 Hz

Fig. 15 FA at various forcing amplitudes at 254 Hz (black) and
for various other forcing frequencies (gray)
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which correlates with the first saturation in the flame describing
function for 254 Hz at ju0j=u 0:2 (see Fig. 14).

Furthermore, the growth of the shear layer thickness and the
decrease of the FA increase the spatial distance between vortices
shed at the outer edge of the combustion chamber inlet, convect-
ing along the outer shear layer and the heat release region. Since
the shear layer vortices grow only over a finite axial extent, the
increased distance reduces the impact on the flame. This may be
one reason for the second saturation of the flame describing func-
tion at 254 Hz at ju0j=u 0:7.

Forcing at 400 Hz. For the following test case, the Reynolds
number was set to 44,000 and the axial length of the annular sec-
tion was increased by 30 mm. Figure 17 shows the Abel-
deconvoluted images of the flame and the flow field at a forcing
frequency of 400 Hz. The normalized forcing amplitudes investi-
gated are ju0j=u ¼ 0:07 and 0.37, corresponding to the linear and
the saturated regime of the flame response, respectively (see
Fig. 18). Saturation is present at an oscillation level of
jOH j=OH 0:2. A considerable change in the phase can be
observed during the saturation process.

The left half of Fig. 19 shows an OH* image averaged over the
entire oscillation, illustrating the average flame size. In the right
half, the averaged OH* image has been subtracted from a phase-
averaged image at an arbitrary phase, thus corresponding to only
the fluctuating part of the chemiluminescence distribution. Two
zones are visible in the right half of Fig. 19 that react in phase and
are associated with vortices, shed in the same phase at two subse-
quent oscillation cycles. Contrary to all cases discussed previ-
ously, for 400 Hz the convective length scale associated with one
oscillation period, i.e., the spatial distance of two subsequent vor-
tices, is smaller than the length of the flame in the OH*-
chemiluminescence images. Hence, any perturbation of the heat
release rate due to coherent structures in the flow has a local char-
acter, i.e., different regions of the flame are counteracting. This
mechanism decreases the response at higher frequencies and thus
can be identified as being one contribution for the typical low-
pass character of premixed flames.

As stated before, velocity oscillations in the azimuthal direction
are not considered, as they are small compared to axial velocity
fluctuations for high frequencies. A fluctuation of the axial veloc-
ity therefore directly causes a fluctuation in the swirl number and
thus in the FA. In Fig. 17, for both forcing amplitudes, a meander-
ing movement of the annular jet due to the fluctuation of axial

velocity is visible. The maximum of the inlet velocity is reached
approximately at phase 5. For the lower forcing amplitude shown,
corresponding to the end of the linear regime, a thin flame brush
upstream of the main reaction zone starts to develop in the inner
shear layer with minor intensity in phase 3 and continuously gains
intensity until phase 7, where the maximum of the global heat release
rate is reached, and the brush and the main reaction zone merge.

With increasing forcing amplitude, both the meandering of the
annular jet and the thin flame brush upstream of the main heat

Fig. 17 Two columns corresponding to ju0j=u50:07 (left) and
0.37 (right) at 400 Hz. Each row corresponds to one of eight
equidistant phases of the forcing period. Each individual pic-
ture shows the OH* image of the flame and the corresponding
phase-averaged flow field.

Fig. 16 Average over the oscillation cycle of the transverse
moment of inertia of the phase-averaged OH* chemilumines-
cence distribution plotted against the acoustic displacement.
Axial expansion of the flame increases with increasing forcing
amplitude.
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release region gain intensity. Although the heat release of the lat-
ter starts for the highest forcing amplitude around phase 8, where
the maximum of the global heat release rate is found, it has a con-
siderable portion of the overall heat release rate in phases 2 and 3,
at the minimum of the global heat release rate fluctuation and
hence counteracts that.

The mechanisms that were stated to lead to the saturation of the
flame describing function at 254 Hz can be clearly identified here
as well: vortex shedding at the outer edge of the combustion
chamber inlet causes an increased entrainment from the outer
recirculation zone and thickens the shear layer. The inner recircu-
lation zone is narrowed and the FA decreased. This leads to an
increased distance, and hence decreased interaction, between vor-
tices shed at the outer edge of the combustion chamber inlet and
the flame. Furthermore, the axial extent of the flame is increased,
which scatters the interaction between the flame and coherent
flow structures over a broader phase interval.

Summary

The amplitude-dependent burner transfer functions, relating
fluctuations in axial velocity at the swirler inlet to fluctuations in
axial and azimuthal velocity at the combustion chamber inlet,
were determined with the multimicrophone-method and LDV. For
high frequencies, the gain of the azimuthal describing function
was found to be an order of magnitude smaller than the gain for

the axial describing function. An amplitude-dependent flame
response to velocity oscillations was observed over the entire
frequency range investigated.

Phase-averaged, Abel-deconvoluted OH* chemiluminescence
images and the flow field obtained from PIV measurements were
found to be a valuable combination as it enabled the identification
of several interaction mechanisms that determine the amplitude
dependence of the flame response. The combined knowledge of
the time-resolved heat release rate distribution and the flow field
of the flame were used to identify various flow-field–heat-release
interactions corresponding to characteristic frequency regimes.

53 Hz. Strong swirl number, and hence flow angle, fluctuations
were observed to result from axial and azimuthal velocity fluctua-
tions from the swirler. A strong axial oscillation in flame position
is induced, which is of the order of the acoustic displacement in
the linear regime.

Mid and High Frequency Regime. In the outer shear layer,
vortex shedding was observed. Increased entrainment from the
outer recirculation zone leads to a more pronounced growth of the
outer shear layer. Since the flow is confined, the inner recircula-
tion zone is constricted and significantly narrowed. The FA was
found to decrease with increasing forcing amplitude for all fre-
quencies investigated. This leads to a larger distance and hence
reduced interaction between vortices shed from the outer edge of
the combustion chamber inlet and the reaction zone. Furthermore,
an increase of the axial extent of the reaction zone with increasing
forcing amplitude was found for all forcing frequencies investi-
gated. This results in an increase of the temporal scatter of the
response of the flame to flow field perturbations. These two mech-
anisms are suggested to be responsible for the observed saturation
of the flame response at increasing forcing amplitudes.

High Frequency Regime. The low-pass characteristic of the
flame was observed as the convective length scale associated with
one oscillation period becomes small compared to the flame
length. Different regions of the flame are counteracting each
other.
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Nomenclature

f ¼ frequency
F ¼ flame transfer function
G ¼ amplitude of flame transfer function

OH* ¼ intensity of OH* radiation
Q ¼ integral heat release rate
u ¼ axial velocity
v ¼ azimuthal velocity

xMOI ¼ transverse moment of inertia of OH* chemiluminescence
distribution

Dxacoustic ¼ acoustic displacement
DxCOM ¼ axial displacement of center of mass of OH*

chemiluminescence
/ ¼ flame transfer function phase
u ¼ equivalence ratio
x ¼ angular oscillation frequency
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a b s t r a c t

The hydrodynamic instabilities in the flow field of a swirl-stabilized combustor are investigated theoret-
ically. These instabilities give rise to large-scale flow structures that interact with the flame front causing
unsteady heat release rate fluctuations. The streamwise growth of these coherent structures depends on
the receptivity of the shear layer, which can be predicted numerically by means of linear stability anal-
ysis. This analysis is applied to the reacting flow field of a perfectly premixed swirl-stabilized combustor
that is subjected to strong axial forcing mimicking thermoacoustic oscillations. The linear stability
analysis reveals a clear correlation between the shear layer receptivity and the measured amplitude
dependent flame transfer function. The stability analysis based on the natural flow predicts the distinc-
tive frequency dependent flame response to low amplitude forcing. At these conditions, the flow reveals
strong spatial amplification near the nozzle, causing the inlet perturbations to be significantly amplified
before they reach the flame. At higher forcing amplitudes, the flow instabilities saturate, which manifests
in a saturation of the flame response. The saturation of the shear layers predicted from the linear stability
analysis is compared to phase-locked measurements of the forced flow field revealing good qualitative
agreement. The analysis of the mean flow stability offers a powerful analytical tool to investigate the
impact of shear flow instabilities on the flame describing function.

� 2014 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

This work focuses on the role of shear flow instabilities in the
coupling between the acoustic field and the flame in modern lean
premixed combustors. These combustion systems are highly
susceptible to thermoacoustic instabilities that are driven by a con-
structive interference of pressure and heat release rate fluctuations
[1–3]. The associated limit-cycle oscillations have a detrimental
effect on the combustion process and on the engine life time [4].
The flow field in the combustor closes the feedback loop converting
acoustic perturbations emanated from the flame into flow fluctua-
tions that, in turn, propagate into the flame and induce heat release
rate fluctuations.

The linear stability of a combustion system is determined by the
flame’s response to low amplitude acoustic perturbations. This is
typically quantified by the flame transfer function (FTF) that
relates inflow perturbations to the global heat release rate fluctua-
tions. It is valid for the low amplitude (linear) regime, where the
heat release rate fluctuations increase linearly with increasing

perturbation amplitude. At unstable conditions, the oscillation
amplitudes increase and nonlinearities in the flame response
become effective. This is expressed by the amplitude dependent
transfer function also called the flame describing function (FDF)
[5,6]. The nonlinearities captured by the FDF determine the limit-
cycle amplitude of the instability.

Up to date, there is no rigorous method available that allows for
predicting the FDF for a given combustion system revealing no
other option than costly experimental assessment. This calls for a
better understanding of the physics buried in the FTF and the
FDF in order to develop new models that require less empirical
input to predict thermoacoustic instabilities.

The difficulties in predicting the FDF stem from the multiple
mechanisms that determine the flame’s response to acoustic
perturbations. In technically premixed flames, equivalence ratio
fluctuations can cause significant heat release rate fluctuations.
At perfectly premixed conditions, the fluctuations in the flow field
are the main driver of the unsteady heat release. Moreover, the
flame-front itself features inherent nonlinear dynamics that inter-
fere with the flow dynamics thereby affecting the FDF [7].

Flow–flame interactions and their impact on the heat release
rate fluctuations have been extensively studied within the last
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decade [8–12]. Two main mechanisms have been identified, the
vortex–flame interactions and the swirl number fluctuations. The
first is the consequence of shear layer instabilities that cause the
formation of large-scale (coherent) flow structures that propagate
into the flame front. The vortex–flame interactions alter the instan-
taneous heat release rate fluctuations in several ways, such as
flame roll-up [13], mixing of burned and unburned gas and subse-
quent flame reignition [14]. The intensity of the vortex–flame
interaction and its impact on the FTF depends on the underlying
flow instability. Helical (skew-symmetric) coherent structures pre-
valent in natural swirling jets, although affecting the flame locally
[14], do not contribute to the global heat release rate fluctuations
[15]. In contrast, the axisymmetric Kelvin–Helmholtz-type insta-
bility that couples with plane acoustic waves, significantly affects
the global heat release rate fluctuations. Thereby, the gain in the
FTF depends on the growth of the vortical structures, their lifetime
before impinging the flame, and thus, on the flame shape
[11,13,16,17]. Swirl number fluctuations are generated by the
interference of vorticity waves generated in the swirler and plane
acoustic waves. This may lead to oscillations of the opening angle
of the annular swirling jet and, consequently, of the flame [18]. The
oscillations of the flame angle may interfere with the roll-up of the
flame tip (vortex–flame interactions) thereby affecting the FTF
[17].

All the previous work mentioned here focuses on the dynamics
of the flame and how they are affected by the fluctuating flow field.
In this study we focus on the generation of these flow fluctuations
rather then on how they actually interact with the flame. Our focus
lies on the underlying hydrodynamic instabilities that lead to the
formation of the coherent flow structures before they interact with
the flame. We adopt an analytic approach to predict the flow
response to the incoming acoustic perturbations.

The adopted approach is based on the linearized Navier–
Stokes equations in conjunction with a normal mode perturbation
ansatz, leading to the well-known Orr–Sommerfeld eigenvalue
problem [19,20]. Equipped with an eddy viscosity model, this
method provides an analytic framework for the formation of
coherent structures in turbulent shear flows of various kinds.
Fundamental research on elementary flow configurations such
as the mixing layer or the axisymmetric jet revealed that coher-
ent flow structures are driven by an inherent flow instability
and their characteristics (frequency, wavenumber, and amplitude)
are well modeled by linear eigenmodes of the Orr–Sommerfeld
operator [21–24].

Within the framework of linear hydrodynamic stability analysis
there are different methods applicable to different types of
instabilities. A global stability analysis, utilizing a two- or three-
dimensional perturbation ansatz, predicts weather the entire flow
field is unstable to a single flow-inherent oscillatory mode [25,26].
Examples for global instabilities are the precessing vortex core of a
strongly swirling jet [27–29] or the von Kármán vortex street
encountered in the cylinder wake [30,31]. Internal resonance in
the flow field triggers these global instabilities that then manifest
in stable limit-cycle oscillations. Globally stable flows can still be
convectively unstable. These flows act as amplifiers allowing a
wide range of perturbation modes to be amplified in downstream
direction [24,32]. The overall growth of these instabilities depends
on the spatial growthrates of the flow field that is traversed by the
perturbation. These growth rates are conveniently derived from a
local spatial stability analysis utilizing a one-dimensional pertur-
bation ansatz. Examples for convectively unstable flows are the
mixing layer or the cold axisymmetric jet [21,23].

Although, shear flow instabilities have been extensively studied
within the last four decades, the established theoretical concepts
have only recently entered the focus of the combustion dynamics
community. O’Connor and Lieuwen [12] emphasize the importance

of flow instabilities as the link between acoustic waves and flame
oscillations. Within the same group, the destabilizing effect of
density inhomogeneities on a bluff-body-stabilized flame was
investigated employing an local linear stability approach [33]. This
methodology was used recently within our group to reveal the
impact of combustion on the formation of a precessing vortex core
[29,34].

The flow considered in this work is globally stable and a local
spatial stability analysis is adopted, providing the spatial growth
rates and the overall amplification of the inlet perturbations for a
given combustor flow field. We apply the analysis to a perfectly-
premixed swirl-stabilized flame that is forced axially mimicking
thermoacoustic oscillations. The FDF is obtained for a wide range
of frequencies and amplitudes and correlated with the results from
the linear stability analysis. Connections are drawn between the
amplification occurring in the shear layers and the global heat
release rate fluctuations.

The goal of this work is to demonstrate this analytic approach
on an realistic combustor flow. The correlations between the FDF
and the results from the stability analysis must remain qualita-
tive as the vortex–flame interactions explained above are not
resolved by this approach. In order to quantitatively predict the
heat release rate fluctuations, the flame dynamic must be derived
from a flame-front tracking equation (e.g. the G-equation [35,36])
utilizing the flow field derived from the stability analysis. This
(initiative) study is understood as a first step towards an analyt-
ical model for a FDF based on hydrodynamic linear stability
analysis.

The present manuscript is organized in the following way: The
reader is first introduced to the concept of linear stability analysis
applied to a turbulent flow in Section 2. The combustion test rig,
the measurement techniques, and the considered operating
condition are outlined in Section 3. The flame response to inlet per-
turbations quantified by the FDF is discussed in Section 4. Based on
the experimental observation, a working hypothesis is formulated
in Section 5, which relates the observed flame response to the
shear flow instability. The results of the linear stability analysis
of the natural and forced combustor flow are presented in Section
6. The theoretical results are correlated with the experimental
observations in Section 7 and the working hypothesis is validated.
The study is concluded in Section 8.

2. Theoretical principal and approach

Local linear stability analysis is employed to model the large-
scale flow structures encountered in the combustor subjected to
acoustic forcing. For the sake of simplicity, the combustor flow is
assumed to be isothermal. Generally, a non-uniform density/tem-
perature field in the combustor affects the growth rates of the
instabilities [37,38]. This is crucial for self-excited instabilities like
the precessing vortex core, where the growth rates in flow regions
driving the internal resonance must be accurately predicted. As
demonstrated by Oberleithner et al. [29], significant changes of
the density field, induced by a reattachment of the flame, cause a
complete suppression of the precessing vortex core. However, for
convectively unstable flows as investigated here, inaccuracies in
the predicted growth rates are not expected to qualitatively alter
the results as these instabilities are externally driven and remain
unstable over a wide range of parameters. Moreover, in the present
investigation, the flame shape changes only weakly with increasing
forcing amplitude, and hence, the stability analysis of the different
forcing cases should be, at the least, qualitatively correct. The main
theoretical approach is in line with the analysis applied to the
isothermal unconfined swirling jet reported in Ref. [28] and is,
therefore, only briefly described here.
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2.1. Formulation of the local linear stability eigenvalue problem

Cylindrical coordinates are used in this work, with x originating
at the nozzle exit and directed along the jet axis and with r ¼ 0
representing the jet centerline and h the azimuthal angle.

In its classical form, linear hydrodynamic stability analysis
describes the growth of an infinitesimal velocity and pressure per-
turbation, v0ðx; tÞ ¼ v 0x;v 0r ;v 0h

� �
and p0, respectively, on a laminar

steady base flow VðxÞ ¼ ðVx;Vr ;VhÞ. The formation of this small
perturbation is described by the Navier–Stokes equations and the
continuity equation linearized around the base flow, which, for
an incompressible axisymmetric flow, can be written as

@v0

@t
þ v0 � rV þ V � rv0 ¼ �rp0 þ 1

Re
r2v0 ð1aÞ

r � v0 ¼ 0: ð1bÞ

Within the framework of local stability analysis, the flow field is
sliced into radial velocity profiles and the flow is treated as locally
parallel, meaning that the analysis is applied to a fictitious parallel
flow at each streamwise location. Hence, the flow can be treated as
homogeneous in streamwise and azimuthal direction and in time,
and the perturbation can be decomposed in the following way

½v0ðx; tÞ;p0ðx; tÞ� ¼ R ½v̂ðrÞ; p̂ðrÞ�eiðaxþmh�xtÞ� �
; ð2Þ

with a ¼ ar þ iai being the complex streamwise wavenumber,
x ¼ xr þ ixi the complex frequency, m the real azimuthal wave-
number, and ½v̂ðrÞ; p̂ðrÞ� the disturbance eigenfunctions, where R

refers to the real part.
By introducing ansatz (2) into the equations of motion (1), the

four partial differential equations convert into four ordinary differ-
ential equations. With the boundary conditions at the combustor
walls [39]

v̂x ¼ v̂ r ¼ v̂h ¼ 0 and dp̂=dr ¼ 0 ð3Þ

and in the limit along the centerline ðr ¼ 0Þ

v̂x ¼ v̂ r ¼ v̂h ¼ p̂ ¼ 0 if jmj > 1 ð4aÞ

v̂x ¼ p̂ ¼ 0
v̂ r þmv̂h ¼ 0
2dv̂ r=dr þmdv̂h=dr ¼ 0

9>=
>; if jmj ¼ 1 ð4bÞ

v̂ rð0Þ ¼ v̂hð0Þ ¼ 0
v̂x and p̂ finite

�
if m ¼ 0; ð4cÞ

the system (1) can be written as an eigenvalue problem with either
x or a being the eigenvalue and ½v̂; p̂�T the eigenfunctions.

2.2. Analysis of streamwise evolving flows

The above introduced eigenvalue problem can be solved for a
complex x and a given real a, for a complex a and a given real
x, or for a complex a and a complex x. In this work, we adopt
the second approach, which is most applicable to open shear flows
that act as noise amplifiers [32]. This so-called spatial analysis
describes the streamwise growth and decay of flow perturbations
initiated at a certain axial location, e.g. x ¼ 0. The corresponding
velocity field is then given by

v0ðx; tÞ ¼ R A0ðxÞv̂ðx; rÞ exp i
Z x

0
aðnÞdnþmh�xrt

� �	 
� �
; ð5Þ

with A0ðxÞ being a slowly varying amplitude scaling that accounts
for the streamwise variation of the eigenfunctions. For weakly
non-parallel flows, this amplitude scaling can be assessed from an
ordinary differential equation employing the eigenfunction and its

adjoint [40]. By taking the (complex) term A0ðxÞv̂ðx; rÞ into consid-
eration, the growth rate and phase velocity become dependent on
x; r, and on the velocity component, which is in line with
experimental observations [41]. However, for the sake of simplicity,
we omit the non-parallel correction and focus on the exponent of
Eq. (5), assigning the spatial growth rate to �ai and the streamwise
phase velocity to cph ¼ xr=ar . As discussed later, this leads to an
underprediction of the actual growth rates and phase velocities,
however, leaving the frequencies unaffected. Throughout this work,
the azimuthal wave number is set to m ¼ 0 as the forcing is purely
axisymmetric, representing longitudinal acoustic waves. A recently
conducted stability analysis of an unconfined swirling jet could
show that the axisymmetric Kelvin–Helmholtz instability is not
affected by the azimuthal velocity component [42], and therefore,
the stability eigenvalue problem is solved for mean flow profiles
having the form VðrÞ ¼ ðVxðrÞ;0; 0ÞT . The insignificance of the azi-
muthal component was further validated for a number of stream-
wise stations where azimuthal velocity profiles were available
from LDV measurements.

2.3. Linear stability analysis of turbulent flows

To apply linear stability concepts to turbulent mean flows, it is
assumed that the scale of the coherent structures is much larger
than the scale of the random turbulence. This separation of scales
is quantified by the triple decomposition [43]. The time and space
dependent flow vðx; tÞ is decomposed into a time-averaged part
vðxÞ, a periodic (coherent) part vcðx; tÞ, and a randomly fluctuating
(stochastic) part vsðx; tÞ, yielding

vðx; tÞ ¼ vðxÞ þ vcðx; tÞ þ vsðx; tÞ:

Analogous to the laminar base flow analysis, it is assumed that the
coherent part that is periodic in time and space is represented by an
eigenmode of the mean flow. Expressed more formally, the mean of
the turbulent flow v is being identified as the base flow V in the
system of Eq. (1), and the coherent fluctuation vc represents the
perturbation v0.

As shown by numerous previous studies, the analysis of the tur-
bulent mean flow is capable to model the coherent structures that
arise from inherent flow instabilities [23,28,41,44]. In contrast to
the laminar base flow analysis, the mean flow analysis is capable
to not only predict the linear growth but also the nonlinear satura-
tion of the flow structures that reside naturally in the flow. The
ability of the linear analysis to reflect the nonlinear saturated state
was demonstrated rigorously on the finite amplitude vortex shed-
ding in the cylinder wake [31,45,46] and, more recently, on the
precession of the vortex core in swirling jets [28,29]. Principally,
the linear analysis of an oscillating flow is rendered nonlinear
due to the nonlinearities forming the mean flow. Hence, the mean
flow analysis is rather an analytic than a predictive tool revealing
information about the inherent oscillations that form the actual
mean flow.

Although the direct interaction between the coherent
structures, the mean flow, and the turbulent fluctuations is not
modeled explicitly in the present approach, it is acknowledged that
fine-scale turbulence provides additional mixing and behaves like
an added eddy viscosity. This fictitious viscosity, mt , adds to the
kinematic viscosity m, significantly reducing the Reynolds number
Re ¼ V0D=ðmt þ mÞ used in Eq. (1), where V0 is the plug-flow veloc-
ity and D the combustor inlet diameter. Following the well known
Boussinesq approximation, the eddy viscosity is expressed by

mt ¼ �v s
xv s

r=
@vx

@r
þ @v r

@x

	 

:

It is derived from the PIV snapshots following the same procedure
as in the recently conducted stability analysis of a moderately
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swirling jet [42]. The eddy viscosity is weighted by an intermittency
factor that is derived from the PIV snapshots and then averaged in
radial direction. Figure 1 shows the eddy viscosity and the corre-
sponding Reynolds number for the unforced combustor flow. The
previous increases continuously near the nozzle lip indicating the
streamwise enhancement of fine-scale turbulent fluctuations.

2.4. Numerical implementation

The eigenvalue problem of the spatial linear stability analysis is
efficiently solved using the Chebyshev spectral collocation meth-
ods [39]. A detailed description of the numerical approach is given
in [28]. In the present study, the numerical scheme is further sim-
plified by implementing the MATLABTMArnoldi-iteration-based
routine EIGS, which solves the eigenvalue problem and returns
only one eigenvalue that is closest to a given estimate. The eigen-
value problem is first solved for one specific combination of the
parameters xr;vðx; rÞ;ReðxÞ½ � using the standard MATLAB routine
EIG, which returns all eigenvalues, including the spurious ones.
The physically meaningful solutions are then identified, a posteri-
ori, by using two independent criteria [28]. Starting from this
solution, the eigenvalue problem is solved for a new set of param-
eters ½xr;vðx; rÞ;ReðxÞ� with the EIGS routine. The required
estimate is derived from cubic extrapolation of the previously
obtained solutions while going in small increments through the
xr-x-parameter space. All results are cross-checked pointwise by
using the standard EIG routine. The computations are conducted
using 200 Chebyshev points. A two-parameter transformation pro-
posed by Malik et al. [47] is used to map the Chebyshev collocation
points onto the physical domain of the problem, in accordance to
the method used in Ref. [28].

3. Experimental setup and procedure

The atmospheric combustor test rig used for the present inves-
tigation is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The upstream section of
the burner consists of a swirl generator of the movable block type
[48] (Fig. 3). Eight fixed blocks are mounted on one disk, eight
movable blocks on another. Between the blocks, pairwise radial
and tangential slots are formed (see the two blue-filled arrows
on1 the right-hand-side of Fig. 3). The fuel–air mixture enters

radially into the swirler. By turning the disks towards each other, the
size of the radial and tangential slots can be varied and the tangen-
tial momentum of the fluid can be adjusted. In this study the swirler
was set to a swirl number of S ¼ 0:7. The swirler is followed by an
annular duct with an outer diameter of 55 mm and a center body
with a diameter of 27.5 mm. This yields an hydrodynamic diameter
of Dh ¼ 27:5 mm. The area discontinuity to the combustion chamber
with a diameter of 200 mm establishes vortex breakdown that leads
to a recirculation zone and a stabilization of the flame in the result-
ing shear layers.

The combustor was run in a perfectly premixed mode, with nat-
ural gas injected far upstream of the combustor near the loud-
speakers with an equivalence ratio of / ¼ 0:7 at a facility
Reynolds number of ReDh

¼ 37; 000. The 300 mm long combustion
chamber is made from silica glass in order to provide optical access
for chemiluminescence and laser measurements (i.e., integral OH�

emissions recorded with a photomultiplier, OH�-chemilumines-
cence images acquired with an ICCD camera, PIV and LDV measure-
ments). The water cooled exhaust tube is 700 mm long and was
equipped with an orifice at the downstream end in order to avoid
self-excited thermoacoustic instabilities. The main feature of the
test rig, concerning the realization of high forcing amplitudes for
FDF measurements, is the combination of four 18-in. woofers
(B&C 18PS76, with a maximum electrical power of 600 W per
speaker) with a variable upstream impedance of the combustor.
To realize the latter, the length of the tube between the speakers
and the burner inlet can be varied with a computer controlled tra-
versing system. This mechanism allows the forcing of the woofers
to be used in resonance over the desired frequency range.

The OH�-chemiluminescence was measured in two ways. A
photomultiplier with a 307 nm band-pass filter was used to detect
the time-resolved global OH�-chemiluminescence in order to allow
for an estimation of the heat release rate fluctuations. Simulta-
neously, an intensified CCD camera, also equipped with a 307 nm
band pass filter, was used to gain information on the instantaneous
spatial distribution of the heat release rate with a low temporal
resolution (�5 Hz) compared to the oscillation frequencies of the
flame. For every case presented, 500 pictures were acquired. A trig-
ger pulse from the camera system was recorded and was used in
post processing to phase-average the images with respect to the
excitation signal [49]. The phase-averaged images correspond to
the projection of an approximately axisymmetric intensity distri-
bution. An Abel deconvolution scheme [50] was applied to the
phase-averaged images to recover the radial intensity distribution
from the projection.

The velocity fluctuation in the annular jet at the combustion
chamber inlet was measured with a 2-component LDV system. It
allows for time-resolved measurements of two velocity compo-
nents, in the present case axial and tangential, at one point in
the center of the radial extent of the annular jet, approximately
7 mm downstream of the combustion chamber inlet.

For different lengths of the upstream tube, a sine sweep
between 50 and 500 Hz was used as a forcing signal. In this way,
resonance frequencies were identified. Subsequently, at these
frequencies a sinusoidal excitation was applied for �120 s with
measurements of inlet velocity fluctuations (LDV) global heat
release fluctuations (photo multiplier) and spatial heat release dis-
tribution (ICCD camera). The procedure was repeated for various
amplitudes. From these data the FDF and average OH�-chemilumi-
nescence images were calculated.

PIV measurements were carried out in the reacting flow field for
characteristic forcing conditions (see below). The flow was seeded
with aluminum oxide particles. An Nd:YAG laser (see Fig. 2)
was used to generate a light sheet (�1 mm thick) that was
aligned with the jet axis in order to obtain the radial and axial
velocity component. The strong out-of-plane velocity component

Fig. 1. Streamwise eddy viscosity and Reynolds number used for the stability
analysis.

1 For interpretation of color in Fig. 3, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.
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associated with swirling flows required a rather short pulse sepa-
ration of � 6 ls in order to minimize lost particle pairs. For the
cross-correlation of the acquired particle image pairs, a multigrid
evaluation strategy was used (final interrogation size of
32� 32 pixels at 50% overlap) including window deformation,
Whittaker peak fitting, and B-spline reconstruction. For this PIV
algorithm the measurement error is approximately 0.1 pixels
[51], which corresponds to an error for the instantaneous velocity
components of approximately 5% for the present arrangement. At
distinct points of the FDF, 300 PIV snapshots were taken for the
stability analysis and to investigate coherent structures. PIV snap-
shots were taken at a frame rate of approximately 3 Hz, and hence,
the acquired flow-field snapshots are considered as uncorrelated.
During PIV acquisition, the trigger signal for the laser was recorded
together with the sinusoidal forcing signal. In post-processing, an
instantaneous phase angle was derived from the latter and
assigned to each individual PIV snapshots, which allows for an a
posteriori phase-averaging of the flow field. A similar approach
was recently applied to extract the coherent structures of a self-
excited swirling jet, where the phase angle of each PIV snapshot
was derive from a proper orthogonal decomposition [28,52].

4. Experimental observations of the flame response

4.1. Flame describing function (FDF)

We consider the reacting flow inside the combustor that is sub-
jected to axial forcing. The flame’s response to the axial forcing is
expressed by the FDF defined as

Fðf ; ju0jÞ ¼ Q 0=Q
u0=u

;

where Q 0 and u0 are the Fourier transform of the fluctuations in heat
release rate and combustion chamber inlet velocity, respectively, f
is the oscillation (forcing) frequency, and ju0j denotes the funda-
mental velocity fluctuation amplitude. As the heat release rate can-
not be measured directly, a common assumption is that the FDF can
be represented as the ratio of normalized fluctuations in OH�-
chemiluminescence and combustor inlet velocity, yielding

Fðf ; ju0jÞ ¼ OH�=OH�

u0=u
:

The combustor inlet velocities are derived from the time-resolved
LDV measurements.

The FDF is displayed in Fig. 4a. As the heat release rate fluctua-
tions are normalized by the forcing amplitude, non-collapsing
graphs imply a nonlinear flame response. Figure 4b shows the
phase delay between the inlet perturbations and the global heat
release rate fluctuations. The slope of these graphs refers to the
time delay between the inlet perturbations and global heat release
rate fluctuations.

At low amplitude forcing (u0=u ¼ 0:05), the FDF reveals a pro-
nounced frequency dependence of the flame response. At
f ¼ 254 Hz, the normalized heat release rate oscillations are nearly
thrice as strong as the normalized inlet perturbations. The phase
delay shown in Fig. 4b decays approximately linearly with increas-
ing frequency revealing an approximate time delay between the
inlet and the flame center of 4.4 ms. The FDF at u0=u ¼ 0:05

Fig. 2. Test rig overview with measurement devices.

Fig. 3. left: Sketch of combustor – gray shaded region indicates heat release region; right: sketch of swirl generator (crossectional view).
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represents the lowest forcing case and is considered as an approx-
imation of the (linear) FTF of the unforced system.

An increase of the forcing amplitude causes a drastic change of
the global flame response. The FDF flattens significantly revealing a
weaker dependence of the heat release fluctuations on the forcing
frequency (see e.g. u0=u ¼ 0:25 in Fig. 4a). At sufficiently high
amplitudes (u0=u ¼ 0:6), the FDF shows a nearly constant gain for
a wide frequency regime with a slight reduction for higher
frequencies. The saturation of the flame response is most empha-
sized around the peak frequency of the linear FTF indicating that
the mechanism that causes this peak becomes successively less
effective with higher forcing amplitudes.

This saturation process is investigated in more detail by forcing
the flame at a wide range of amplitudes at the constant frequency
of 254 Hz. Figure 5 shows the global heat release rate fluctuations
as a function of forcing amplitude. Significant gain is encountered
at weak forcing, reflecting the strong sensitivity at this particular
forcing frequency. By increasing the forcing amplitude, a first satu-
ration sets in and the heat release rate fluctuations plateau at an
intermediate level of approximately 0.35% of the mean heat release
rate fluctuations, before they continue to increase at a lower slope
and converge ultimately to 50%. The plateau indicates that two dis-
tinct processes are involved in the saturation of the flame response
with the first being active for low to moderate forcing. Similar

Fig. 4. (a) Amplitude of the flame describing function (FDF) of the perfectly premixed swirl-stabilized flame. (b) Phase delay between the inlet perturbation and the global
heat release rate fluctuations.

Fig. 5. Response of the global heat release rate fluctuation OH� to amplitude sweeps at 254 Hz. Two distinct saturation regimes are encountered. Stability analysis is
performed for the measurements marked by red-filled circles. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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double-saturation transfer functions have been observed in other
configurations, suggesting that this observation indicates a more
general mechanism [10,11]. Moreover, the inflection point of the
measured flame response indicates multiple stability limits.

4.2. Flame dynamics

OH� imaging and PIV was conducted of the flame forced at
254 Hz. Figure 6 shows contours of phase-averaged Abel-deconvoluted

OH� images for three different forcing amplitudes. The lowest
amplitude corresponds to the linear FTF, the moderate amplitude
to the first saturation regime, and the highest amplitude to the sec-
ond saturation regime (confirm with Fig. 5). The OH� distribution is
depicted at eight different phase angles showing how the flame
shape is modified during one forcing cycle. The 0� phase angle
refers to the maximum of the inlet velocity fluctuations, while
the 45� refers to the maximum of the global OH� fluctuations. This
is consistent with the FTF’s time delay of 4.4 ms, which

Fig. 6. Color-coded contours of the phase-averaged OH� images of the flame forced at 254 Hz. The contour lines represent an isocontour of the q-criterion (q ¼ 0:5) derived
from phase-averaged PIV snapshots. It indicates the dominant vortical structures and their trajectory over one forcing cycle. The first row shows the root mean square of the
OH� fluctuations indicating regions of highest heat release rate fluctuations.
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corresponds approximately to 1 1
8 forcing periods. The first row in

Fig. 6 shows the root mean square (RMS) of the OH� fluctuations
indicating the intensity of the heat release rate fluctuations.

In order to identify the coherent flow structures, the q-criterion,
with q ¼ 0:25 X2 � S2

� 
, is computed from the phase-averaged

flow field, where X and S refer to the magnitude of the vorticity
and rate-of-strain tensor, respectively [53]. The isocontour
q ¼ 0:5 is superimposed onto the phase-averaged OH� images indi-
cating the development of the coherent flow structures during one
forcing cycle.

In the following, the major observations relevant for the present
study are briefly summarized. A detailed description of flame
dynamics at this operating conditions are given in Ref. [11]. For
all forcing amplitudes, the OH� images do not show a pronounced
oscillation of the flame opening angle. This indicates that swirl
fluctuations are not relevant for this configuration. Consistently,
LDV measurements at the combustor inlet show a vanishing azi-
muthal velocity fluctuations for frequencies larger than 200 Hz
(see FTF measurements in Ref. [11]). Apparently, with higher fre-
quencies, the vorticity waves generated in the swirler diffuse
before they reach the combustor inlet.

Regarding the q-criterion in the linear case (u0=u ¼ 0:1), a vortex
ring is generated at the inner edge of the burner mouth (see e.g.
0�). It convects downstream along the inner shear layer. After 1 1

8
periods (4.4 ms) this vortex has propagated to a downstream loca-
tion of x=D ¼ 1:4, which is still far away from the region of high
OH� fluctuation intensity (RMS). This structure does not seem to
play an important role for the characteristic of the FTF. A second,
counter-rotating vortex ring is generated at the outer edge of the
burner mouth (see e.g. 270�). It propagates along the outer shear
layer at a somewhat higher convection velocity. This structure is
relatively weak at this forcing amplitude and becomes invisible
within one forcing cycle (see e.g. 315�).

By increasing the forcing amplitude, the generation of the outer
vortex ring is strongly enhanced. The q-criterion clearly shows a
strong vortex generated at the outer edge of the burner mouth
(see e.g. 0�). Within the delay time of 4.4 ms, this structure propa-
gates along the outer shear layer to a downstream location of
x=D ¼ 2:7, which is close to the region of maxim RMS(OH�) located
at x=D ¼ 3:2. The phase-locked OH� images clearly show how the
outer vortex induces a roll-up of the flame tip.

Hence, the heat release rate fluctuations encountered presently
are driven by the interaction of the outer vortex with the flame
front. Similar flow–flame interactions have been observed in an
axially forced laminar flame [13]. There, the flame surface was
rolled up by the vortices generated in the axisymmetric shear layer
upstream the flame. However, the present case is more complex
since the inner and outer shear layer give rise to a vortex pair,
where the inner vortex is stronger for low forcing, while the outer
becomes more energetic with higher forcing.

5. Working hypothesis

The experimental observations give rise to the following ques-
tions: What determines the frequency dependent gain of the linear
FTF? What are the mechanisms driving the first and second satura-
tion regime? These questions are tackled with hydrodynamic lin-
ear stability analysis, using the following working hypothesis:

1. The linear stability of the mean flow reflects the receptivity at nat-
ural and forced conditions.
It is assumed that the linear stability analysis reveals the
growth rates of the instabilities that are inherent to the actual
mean flow. It should provide the growth rates for all forcing
cases, and hence, it should allow monitoring the saturation of

the shear layers at increasing forcing amplitude. The principal
scenario is sketched in Fig. 7. The gray box symbolizes the
steady state that sets in for each forcing amplitude reflecting
the interplay of the flow instabilities amplifying the incoming
perturbation and the mean flow that is altered by the resulting
coherent structures. A linear stability analysis applied to the
mean flow reflects this steady state, with the eigenmodes being
representative of the forced coherent flow structures.

2. Large-scale coherent structures cause heat release fluctuations.
It is assumed that the global heat release rate fluctuations cor-
relate directly with the flow oscillation in the region of the
mean flame. This is a strong simplification and it is not expected
to hold in a quantitative manner. The nonlinear transfer of the
coherent motion to global heat release rate fluctuations, which
stem from nonlinearities of the flame itself are neglected [7].
However, it is reasonable to assume that stronger vortical struc-
tures in the flame region cause stronger heat release rate fluctu-
ations [54].

3. The gain of the FTF is determined by shear layer instabilities.
The velocity perturbations at the combustor inlet are amplified
in the shear layers due to Kelvin–Helmholtz-type hydrody-
namic instabilities. This leads to the formation of large-scale
coherent flow structures that interact with the flame inducing
heat release rate fluctuations. The spatial growth rates of coher-
ent structures are generally frequency dependent, and we pos-
tulate that this is the dominant cause for the frequency
dependence of the flame response to low amplitude forcing.
We neglect swirler-induced azimuthal velocity perturbations
and their interference with the coherent structures [17,18],
which may affect the gain of the FTF.

4. Saturation of flame response is linked to saturation of shear layer
instability.
Forcing the flow at higher amplitudes creates stronger coherent
structures that modify the mean flow. This goes in hand with a
change of the shear layer receptivity, which should be reflected
by lower growth rates and earlier saturation of the forced
coherent structures. This saturation process, which is most pro-
nounced in the frequency range of high natural receptivity, is
linked to the saturation of the flame response, again neglecting
any nonlinearities inherent to the flame dynamics.

6. Results from linear stability analysis

To validate the working hypothesis, we apply linear stability
analysis to the mean flow field of the perfectly premixed swirl-sta-
bilized flame. The operating conditions are chosen such that the
combustor is thermoacoustically stable. Moreover, the natural
and forced flow field is globally stable and does not feature any
self-excited flow oscillations such as a precessing vortex core
[29]. Linear stability analysis is applied to the mean flow at
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Fig. 7. Schematic showing how the inlet perturbations are related to the heat
release rate fluctuations. Linear stability analysis of the mean flow reflects the
equilibrium between the forced coherent structures and the mean flow.
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different forcing amplitudes in order to monitor the changes in the
shear layer receptivity.

6.1. Receptivity of the natural flow (infinitesimal amplitude forcing)

We first investigate the instabilities in the natural (unforced)
flow. This will serve as the baseline configuration to which the
forced cases are compared to. The flow under consideration is an

axisymmetric swirling jet that undergoes vortex breakdown. Fig-
ure 8a shows streamlines along the coaxial plane derived from
the PIV measurements. They indicate a large inner recirculation
zone associated with vortex breakdown that exceeds the entire
measurement domain and a smaller outer recirculation zone
between the annular jet and the combustor walls. The solid circles
refer to the maximum of the axial velocity profiles at each x loca-
tion and mark the boundary between the inner and the outer shear
layer. The contours shown in Fig. 8a represent the time-averaged
OH�-chemiluminescence intensity with the intention to visualize
the mean location of the flame. Without forcing, the flame is nearly
detached from the combustor inlet with its root located in the
inner shear layer and its maximum located in the outer shear layer.

Results of the spatial stability analysis for the axisymmetric
mode are displayed in Fig. 8b–e. The contours of spatial growth
rate �ai characterize the sensitivity of the flow to axisymmetric
disturbances (m ¼ 0) as a function of frequency. The zero contour
line separates the stable (�ai < 0) from the unstable (�ai > 0)
regime. The mean flow is highly unstable at the nozzle exit where
the shear layers are relatively thin. With downstream distance, the
shear layers spread and the growth rates decay, with the mean
flow becoming stable downstream of x=Dh ¼ 1.

The amplitude ratio shown in Fig. 8c provides an approximate
measure of the amplitude to which an input disturbance with unit
amplitude initiated at x ¼ 0 is amplified with downstream dis-
tance. Overall maximum amplification is reached at x=Dh � 0:8
for a disturbance frequency of 253 Hz. Note that this frequency
compares remarkably well with the peak frequency of the FDF at
low forcing amplitudes (see white-filled symbols in Fig. 4), which
provides a first indication that the frequency dependence of the
heat release rate fluctuations is related to the receptivity of the
shear layer.

Figure 8d displays the coherent amplitude distribution jvcj
approximated from Eq. (5) for a disturbance frequency of
xr=ð2pÞ ¼ 254 Hz. The overall maximum of the perturbation field
is encountered in the inner shear layer at approximately one diam-
eter downstream of the combustor inlet. Further downstream, the
amplitude distribution aligns with the annular jet, similar to the
mean flame location.

The streamwise phase velocity of the instability wave, defined
as cph ¼ xr=ar , allows for estimating the convective time
sðxÞ ¼

R x
0 1=cphdx. It corresponds to the duration of a wave at a

given frequency to travel from the nozzle to a location x. Shear
flows are typically dispersive and waves at different frequencies
travel at different phase velocities. This causes the convective time
to vary with f. The analysis reveals that waves become nearly non-
dispersive for higher frequencies, which is a typical feature of shear
flows [23].

6.2. Receptivity of the forced flow (finite amplitudes forcing)

In order to quantify the saturation of the flow receptivity, the
analysis is applied to the flow forced at different amplitudes. The
analysis is conducted for the flow configurations marked by red-
filled circles in Fig. 5. The results for the natural flow, discussed
in the previous section, are representative for the flame response
to very low amplitudes. The analysis of the flow forced at
u0=u ¼ 0:1 is shown in Fig. 9, representing the flow receptivity in
the first saturation regime. The results for u0=u ¼ 0:4, shown in
Fig. 10, refer to the second saturation regime. The results for the
forcing amplitudes u0=u ¼ 0:6 and u0=u ¼ 0:8 are very similar to
u0=u ¼ 0:4 and are therefore not shown.

Forcing the flow at moderate amplitudes (u0=u ¼ 0:1) does not
cause a significant distortion of the mean flow and the mean flame
location (compare Fig. 9a with the base line configuration shown in
Fig. 8a). The flame root is slightly shifted upstream and the mean

Fig. 8. Baseline configuration (no forcing): (a) Mean flow streamlines with contours
of the Abel-deconvoluted OH� fields indicating the mean heat release rate
fluctuations (arbitrary units); results of the stability analysis showing (b) spatial
growth rates �ai, (c) amplitude ratio exp �i

R x
0 aidx

� �
, (d) oscillation amplitude at

f ¼ 254 Hz, and (e) convective time s ¼
R x

0 1=cphdx in ms; solid circles (a, d) mark
the annular jet center Rmax.
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heat release rate fluctuations are somewhat enhanced in the inner
shear layer. However, the linear stability of the forced mean flow
shows some significant changes in the resulting growth rates
(Fig. 9b). Moderate forcing shifts the overall maximum amplifica-
tion to lower frequencies and saturation occurs further upstream
resulting in a reduced amplitude ratio (Fig. 9c). The lower amplifi-
cation rates and the lower unstable frequency band indicates that
the forcing has already significantly reduced the receptivity in the

shear layers. The amplitude distribution of the forced mode
remains qualitatively similar to the natural case revealing stronger
amplification in the inner shear layer than in the outer shear layer.
Similarly, the time delay depicted in Fig. 9e is hardly affected by
the forcing.

A further increase of the forcing amplitude to u0=u ¼ 0:4 induces
a significant change of the mean flow (Fig. 10a). The jet opening
angle is strongly decreased resulting in a much larger outer and

Fig. 9. Jet forced at u0=u ¼ 0:1 and 254 Hz: (a) Mean flow streamlines with contours
of the Abel-deconvoluted OH� fields indicating the mean heat release rate
fluctuations (arbitrary units); results of the stability analysis showing (b) spatial
growth rates �ai, (c) amplitude ratio exp �i

R x
0 aidx

� �
, (d) oscillation amplitude at

f ¼ 254 Hz, and (e) convective time s ¼
R x

0 1=cphdx in ms; solid circles (a,d) mark the
annular jet center Rmax.

Fig. 10. Jet forced at u0=u ¼ 0:4 and 254 Hz: (a) Mean flow streamlines with
contours of the Abel-deconvoluted OH� fields indicating the mean heat release rate
fluctuations (arbitrary units); results of the stability analysis showing (b) spatial
growth rates �ai , (c) amplitude ratio exp �i

R x
0 aidx

� �
, (d) oscillation amplitude at

f ¼ 254 Hz, and (e) convective time s ¼
R x

0 1=cphdx in ms; solid circles (a,d) mark the
annular jet center Rmax.
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a smaller inner recirculation zone. Moreover, the mean flame loca-
tion is shifted inwards and the flame root is displaced further
upstream. The growth rates derived from the stability analysis
are significantly reduced yielding a maximum amplitude ratio that
is hardly above one (Fig. 10b and c). At this forcing condition, the
shear layer is basically neutrally stable and the inlet perturbations
do not undergo any spatial amplification. Moreover, it is worth
mentioning that the forcing alters the mean flow as such, that all
frequencies become stable. In other words, the heavily forced flow
has lost its ability to promote spatially growing modes.

The amplitude distribution of the strongly forced jet peaks in
the outer shear layer (Fig. 10d), in contrast to the weakly forced
case, where the amplitude peaks in the inner shear layer
(Fig. 9d). The outward shift of the amplitude distribution with
higher forcing amplitudes agrees well with the experimental
observations. At low forcing amplitudes, coherent structures grow
predominantly in the inner shear layer, while for stronger forcing,
the experimental data indicates a strong vortex in the outer shear
layer (compare with q-criterion shown in Fig. 6). The strong vorti-
cal structures in the outer shear layer enhance the entrainment of
ambient fluid and cause the constriction of the jet column and the
narrowing of the recirculation zone. Further downstream, the
coherent amplitude peaks at the maximum mean axial velocity
(Rmax) in between the inner and the outer shear layer reflecting
the oscillation of the entire annular jet in the flame region, similar
to the natural and weakly forced jet. The time delay depicted in
Fig. 10e is also altered by the forcing, yielding faster transfer times.
This can be explained by the constriction of the jet resulting in
higher axial convection velocities and to the shift of the amplitude
distribution to regions of higher streamwise velocities. In the next
section, the predicted amplitude distribution is directly compared
to the phase-averaged flow measurements, supporting these argu-
mentations. Moreover, the constriction of the jet column at strong
forcing is consistent with experimental observations conducted in
strongly forced swirling isothermal jets [55].

7. Conjunction and validation

In this section the theoretical predictions presented in Section 6
are compared to the experimental observations described in Sec-
tion 4. This allows for a a posteriori justification of the working
hypothesis formulated in Section 5. To recall, the main objective
of this work is to relate the FTF and the FDF to the receptivity of
the shear layers to inlet perturbations. The latter is expressed by
the spatial growth rate of the axisymmetric mode derived from
the linear stability analysis.

7.1. Amplification in the linear FDF regime

Figure 11 represents a condensate of the theoretical results
described in Section 6. It depicts the maximum amplitude ratio
that is encountered for a given frequency. The graphs shown in
Fig. 11 represent the amplitude dependent transfer function of
the shear flow, relating the inflow perturbations to the response
in the flow field. In analogy to the FDF and the FTF, one can define
a flow transfer function and a flow describing function, represent-
ing the natural and forced flow response, respectively. Starting
with the natural flow (white-filled circles), the highest amplitude
ratio is encountered at a frequency of 253 Hz, showing that the
flow field responds strongest to this particular forcing frequency.
Perturbations at frequencies below 100 Hz and above 600 Hz are
poorly amplified. A comparison of this shear flow transfer function
with the FTF depicted by the white-filled circles in Fig. 4a reveals
clear correlations. The flame response to low amplitude forcing
shows basically the same frequency dependence as the shear layer

with maximum gain at f ¼ 254 Hz and a similar frequency band.
The good agreement between the flow and the flame transfer func-
tion provides strong indications that the characteristic of the FTF is
determined by the receptivity of the shear layers.

The convection velocities of the structures observed from the
phase-averaged flow field (Fig. 6) can be related to the convective
time s derived from the stability analysis. For the weakly forced
case, the structures in the inner shear layer travel in 4.4 ms to
x=Dh ¼ 1:4, while the outer vortex travels somewhat further. This
correlates quite well with the theoretically derived phase velocity.
An instability wave forced at 254 Hz is predicted to propagate in
4.5 ms to x=Dh ¼ 1:7 (see Fig. 9e). For high forcing amplitudes,
the experiments indicate an increase of the convection velocities
due to the jet constriction. This is likewise reflected by the phase
velocity obtained from the stability analysis. Within 4.4 ms, the
forced instability now travels to a downstream position of
x=D ¼ 2:3 (see Fig. 10e). This correlates reasonably well with the
travel distance of the outer vortex of x=D ¼ 2:7 (see Fig. 6). Note
that the phase velocity cph, from which the time delay is calculated,
is derived from a quasi-parallel flow analysis, and it represents
only a radially averaged value. In order to calculate the phase
velocity for the inner and the outer structure separately, one would
have to take the streamwise change of the local eigenfunctions into
consideration [40,41].

7.2. Nonlinear saturation

At amplitudes exceeding the linear regime, the change of the
flow transfer function (Fig. 11) and the FTF (Fig. 4) follows the
same trend. Both, the flow field and the flame, encounter signifi-
cant reduction of gain with increasing amplitude. At u0=u ¼ 0:4,
the shear layer has nearly saturated, which is reflected by an
amplitude ratio of one. The saturation of the shear layer receptivity
is likely to be the reason for the plateauing of the flame response
occurring at the same amplitudes as shown in Fig. 5. Moreover,
the peak of the FDF is shifted to lower frequencies with increasing
amplitudes, showing maximum gain at around 160 Hz for
u0=u > 0:35. The same trend is reflected in the flow transfer func-
tion with a maximum amplitude ratio at around 160 Hz for

Fig. 11. Amplitude dependent transfer function of the hydrodynamic flow field
showing the maximum amplitude ratio of the axisymmetric mode m ¼ 0 versus
actuation frequency derived from linear stability analysis. The analysis is based on
the natural mean flow and on the flow forced at 254 Hz at various amplitudes u0=u.
The shear layer saturates with increasing forcing amplitude indicated by a decrease
of the maximum amplitude ratio.
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u0=u > 0:4. This agreement is somewhat unexpected, as the predic-
tions are based on the mean flow forced at 254 Hz and must not
necessarily hold for other forcing frequencies. This suggests that
for high amplitude forcing the mean flow corrections are similar
within a certain frequency band. A validation of this conclusion
would require mean flow measurements at various forcing fre-
quencies, which has not been done within this study.

The comparison of the FDF with the flow describing function
reveals that the nonlinear saturation of the global flame response
is connected to the nonlinear saturation of the forced flow instabil-
ities. This is further elucidated by extracting the streamwise
growth of the forced coherent structures from the experimental
data. Therefore, the coherent flow field vcðx; tÞ is obtained from
phase-averaged measurements using vcðx; tÞ ¼ vpðx; tÞ � VðxÞ,
with vpðx; tÞ being the phase-averaged velocity and VðxÞ the
time-averaged velocity. A measure of the coherent amplitude at a
given axial position is then obtained by integrating the coherent
velocity magnitude jvcj in radial direction. The amplitude ratio is
derived by normalizing the coherent amplitude with the inlet per-
turbation that is, by definition, the mean flow amplitude at the
nozzle multiplied by u0=u, yielding

amplitude ratio :¼

R1
0 jvcj2r dr

� 0:5

u0=�u
R1

0 jV0j2r dr
� 0:5 ; ð6Þ

with V0ðrÞ representing the mean velocity profiles at the nozzle lip.
Figure 12 shows the amplitude ratio of the coherent structures
forced at 254 Hz at the same amplitudes as considered for the
stability analysis. The perturbations forced at u0=u ¼ 0:1 undergo
significant streamwise growth near the nozzle, saturate at
x=Dh � 1, and decay. With increasing forcing amplitudes this
growth is significantly reduced until hardly any amplification is
encountered for u0=u ¼ 0:6. This reproduces the trend predicted
by the stability analysis, however, the growth rates encountered
in the experiment are much higher. The reason for this strong
underestimation of the overall growth of perturbation is due to sev-
eral reasons that are discussed at the end of this section. Nonethe-
less, the analysis is qualitatively in line with the experimental
findings showing a significant reduction of the shear layer receptiv-
ity with increasing forcing amplitude. It is therefore concluded that

the first saturation of the global flame response shown in Fig. 5 is
caused by the strong diminution of the gain of the forced coherent
structures.

7.3. Comparison of the perturbation fields

The validity of the linear stability approach is further assessed
by comparing the coherent velocity field obtained from the
phase-locked measurements with the amplitude distribution
derived from the stability analysis. Radial profiles of the stream-
wise and radial velocity component are displayed in Fig. 13 for
two axial locations, respectively. The first profile (x=Dh ¼ 0:5) cor-
responds approximately to the axial location where the coherent
structure reaches maximum amplitude, while the second
(x=Dh ¼ 1:5) corresponds approximately to the root location of
the flame (compare with Fig. 10a). The radial profiles of the corre-
sponding mean axial velocity component – the main input for the
stability analysis – is shown in the bottom row of Fig. 13. The
agreement of the predicted coherent amplitude distribution with
the measured phase-locked data is remarkably good, taking into
consideration the strong simplifications that have been made for
the stability analysis. Strikingly, the amplitude distribution is well
modeled far beyond the streamwise point of neutral amplification,
indicating that the analysis not only captures the growth but also
part of the decay of the coherent structures. The modulus of the
radial coherent velocity component jvc

r j peaks in the outer shear
layer, indicating the strong entrainment at this high forcing ampli-
tude. The modulus of the axial coherent velocity component jvc

r j
shows strong similarities to the one found in two-dimensional

Fig. 12. Amplitude ratio of the forced shear layer derived from phase-locked PIV
measurements. At low amplitude forcing of u0=u ¼ 0:1, strong streamwise ampli-
fication is encountered upstream of x=Dh < 1:2. At high amplitude forcing of
u0=u > 0:4, the shear layer receptivity is low and only weak streamwise amplifi-
cation is encountered.

Fig. 13. Normalized amplitude distribution of axial and radial coherent velocity
component for the reacting flow forced at u0=u ¼ 0:4 and 254 Hz derived at two
axial locations. Lines refer to theoretical results and circles to phase-locked PIV
measurements. Bottom row displays the corresponding mean axial velocity profile
where circles refer to measurements and lines to the fit that was used in the
stability analysis.
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mixing layers [23], reflecting the roll-up of eddy-like structures.
The strong underestimation of the coherent axial velocity near
the jet center is presumably due to the neglect of density inhomo-
geneities. The inner recirculation zone of this particular flow
configuration is filled with hot burned gases giving rise to higher
velocities. This indicates the error source leading to the underesti-
mation of the streamwise phase velocity, as the streamwise prop-
agation velocity of a instability wave depends crucially on its radial
amplitude distribution with respect to the mean flow profile [42].

7.4. Comments on the prediction accuracy

The comparison of the experimental findings with the theoret-
ical prediction reveal a good quantitative match of the frequency
response and amplitude distribution. The computed growth rates,
although correctly predicting the nonlinear saturation, are strongly
underestimated and only match the experimental findings
qualitatively.

The inaccurate prediction of the growth rates is caused by the
following reasons, ranked by their significance:

	 Inconsistent definition of streamwise growth rates and phase veloc-
ities: The spatial growth rates derived from the quasi-parallel
stability analysis cannot be consistently compared to measure-
ments. The exponent �ai of Eq. (5) corresponds to the growth
rate of a parallel flow and it does not account for the actual
shape of the eigenfunctions and their changes with x and r. This
causes a significant underestimation of the actual growth rate
particularly for a jet with outward directed shear layers as
encountered here. The outward movement of the instability
waves results in an increase of the crosswise integrated ampli-
tude, which is not reflected by ai. A rigorous comparison
between experiment and prediction would require to recon-
struct the entire perturbation field using a weakly non-parallel
correction scheme [40]. However, the good prediction of the
shape of the perturbation field shows that the analysis is prin-
cipally valid for a wide streamwise extend and captures the
major flow features.
	 Turbulence model: The eddy viscosity is extracted from mea-

sured turbulent shear stress averaged across the outer shear
layer. This quantity is a rough estimation of the actual
turbulence and is not rigorously valid for swirling jets. More-
over, turbulent stresses obtained from PIV are subjected to
noise, particularly for reacting flow measurements, and the
eddy viscosity is likely to be overestimated. This results in
higher turbulent damping which typically reduces the growth
rates.
	 Non-uniform density effects: Density gradients can significantly

alter the growth rates of instabilities. Typical examples are
the onset of global instability in low density (hot) jets [56].
The poor prediction of the axial velocity distribution in the
inner shear layer indicates the insufficiency of the present
approach for this flow region. This is consistent with a recently
conducted stability analysis of a self-excited reacting flow field
taking the density stratification into account [29]. The authors
could show that a significant qualitative change of the flame
shape (e.g. transition from a detached to attached flame) has a
drastic effect on the stability of the flow. In the present study,
the flame shape remains qualitatively similar, particularly at
weak and moderate forcing, and hence, the density distribution
is not assumed to alter the trend derived from the isothermal
analysis. However, for very strong forcing, where the flame is
displaced upstream and into the inner shear layer the density
field becomes significant. One may speculate whether the sec-
ond flame saturation encountered at high forcing is related to
a density effect.

8. Summary and concluding remarks

This work focuses on the formation of coherent flow structures
in a reacting combustor flow and its impact on the global heat
release rate fluctuations. A perfectly premixed swirl-stabilized
flame is forced axially mimicking the dynamics associated with
thermoacoustic instability. Phase-averaged flow field and OH�

Chemiluminescence measurements show that heat release fluctu-
ations are generated through the roll-up of the flame tip due to
large-scale coherent flow structures imping the flame front. The
aim of this work is to demonstrate an analytic scheme that allows
for predicting the flow’s response to acoustic forcing with the far
goal of developing an analytic model for thermoacoustic
instabilities.

In classical fashion, the flame’s response to the forcing is first
characterized by a flame describing function (FDF) essentially
treating the flow field and the flame in a black box manner. We
then depart from this treatment and focus particularly on the
flow dynamics by using hydrodynamic linear stability analysis.
Based solely on the mean flow, the analysis provides detailed
information about the formation of the coherent flow structures
excited by the inflow perturbations. In analogy to the FDF, the
analytic approach presented here provides a flow describing func-
tion, which characterizes the flow’s response to the inflow
perturbations.

It is shown that the receptivity of the shear flow is highest for
the unforced case with a significant dependence of the gain on
the perturbation frequency. This dependence is also found in the
FTF revealing that the maximum gain in the flame response is asso-
ciated with maximum growth of the shear layer instability. With
stronger forcing, the receptivity of the shear layer decreases and
so does the gain in the corresponding FDF. At sufficiently strong
forcing, the shear layer is saturated and the inflow perturbations
are transported to the flame front without any amplification. The
diminishing receptivity of the shear layer is reflected by an inter-
mediate saturation of the heat release rate fluctuations.

The presently observed saturation of the shear layer receptivity
with increasing forcing amplitude is consistent with the findings of
Mankbadi & Liu [57], who investigated forced turbulent round jets
using an energy integral description. The authors explain the satu-
ration process ‘‘in terms of a modification of the mean flow by the
increasingly high energy levels of the large-scale structures in such
a manner that it chokes off its own energy supply from the mean
flow’’. At the combustion operating condition investigated here,
the heat release rate oscillations undergo two distinctive regions
of saturation. As suggested here, the first saturation regime is
caused by a saturation of the shear layer receptivity. The second
saturation occurring at very high amplitudes is presumably attrib-
uted to flow–flame interactions that have not been addressed in
this study. A similar double-saturated flame response was
observed in other configurations [10,11], suggesting that the pres-
ent findings are of general importance. Even more significant, we
could recently show that under certain operating conditions, the
saturation of the flame response is entirely a result of the satura-
tion of the shear layer receptivity [58].

To conclude, the theoretical framework adopted here is promis-
ing for the analysis of combustor flows. Based on the time-aver-
aged flow, this method allows for predicting the large-scale
coherent flow structures at thermoacoustically stable conditions
and at the limit-cycle. As demonstrated here, the method is appli-
cable to complex high-Reynolds-number flows with multiple shear
layers. In the present work, the heat release rate fluctuations were
predominantly caused by a strong vortex in the outer shear layer
interacting with the flame. It remains to be investigated how this
approach is applicable to other flame–flow interactions.
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Chapter 5

Results

As stated before, the publications given in chapter 4 are in the following referred to as:

• A: Schimek, S., Moeck, J. P., and Paschereit, C. O., 2011. An Experimental In-

vestigation of the Nonlinear Response of an Atmospheric Swirl-Stabilized Premixed

Flame. Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power , 133(10), p. 101502.

DOI:10.1115/1.4002946

• B: Schimek, S., Cosic, B., Moeck, J. P., Terhaar, S., and Paschereit, C. O., 2014.

Amplitude-dependent flow field and flame response to axial and tangential velocity

fluctuations. Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power, 137(8), Dec., p.

081501. DOI:10.1115/1.4029368

• C: Oberleithner, K., Schimek, S., and Paschereit, C. O., 2015. Shear flow instabilities

in swirl-stabilized combustors and their impact on the amplitude dependent flame

response: A linear stability analysis. Combustion and Flame, 162(1), Jan., pp. 8699.

DOI:10.1016/j.combustflame.2014.07.012

5.1 Acoustic characterization of flames

The straightforward approach for a comprehensive acoustic characterization of a flame is

to measure the acoustic transfer matrix of the flame. Practically, this is done by measuring

the burner transfer matrix without the flame and the combined flame and burner transfer

matrix, and then extracting the acoustic flame transfer matrix from both transfer matrices.

In order to determine all unknowns of a transfer matrix, the planar acoustic field both

upstream and downstream of the combustor must be measured for two linearly independent

forcing conditions - the so-called two load method [61]. Acoustic source terms of the flame

are neglected in this context, since their amplitude is rather small compared to the forcing

amplitudes used within the scope of the presented investigations.
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Chapter 5 Results

The test rig used features a high forcing amplitude source upstream of the burner. Forcing

from upstream, the linear independency for two load conditions can be realized by exchang-

ing the acoustic downstream boundary condition, for example, by mounting an orifice at

the end of the exhaust tube. But even neglecting the problem that an orifice can have

significant influence on the flow field in the combustor and may change the characteristic of

the flame, practically this hardly can be realized for amplitude dependent measurements,

since the same forcing amplitude at the flame must be present for the two forcing condi-

tions. From the practical point of view, this method was a priori assumed to be not feasible

and imprecise and the focus was set on capturing the response of the flame in terms of OH∗

chemiluminescence fluctuations, which are for the present, perfectly premixed application

a good surrogate for heat release fluctuations.

The relation between the normalized OH∗ chemiluminescence fluctuations and the normal-

ized velocity fluctuations at the combustion chamber inlet yields the flame transfer function

or the amplitude dependent flame transfer function, known as the flame describing func-

tion. The flame transfer matrix or the flame describing matrix can be derived applying the

Rankine-Hugoniot relations (equation 2.20). Applying the network modeling techniques de-

scribed in chapter 2, limit cycle amplitudes can be predicted for certain acoustic boundary

conditions with this approach [46].

In the following, the main results of the three publications given in the previous chapter are

summarized and discussed. Two measurement campaigns with slightly different operational

setups and different measurement techniques have been carried out, leading to the data and

results discussed.

The first campaign aimed at the general identification of changes in the flame shape that are

associated with nonlinearities in the flame transfer function. The results of this campaign

were published in A. The goal of the second campaign was the investigation of changes

in the flow field occurring during the saturation of the flame response. The results of this

measurement campaign are presented in two publications, the first one, B, dealing primarily

with the results and discussion of the measurements, the second, C, with a comparison of

the results with a hydrodynamic stability analysis of the flow field.

5.2 First measurement campaign

After the development and setup of the new test rig used for the present investigations, the

capability of forcing with the desired high amplitudes had been successfully proven [27]. It

had been shown that velocity fluctuations on the order of magnitude of the mean flow can

be reached nearly over the entire frequency regime between 50 Hz and 500 Hz.

The acoustic transfer function of the combustor without the flame was found to be rather

independent from the forcing amplitude (not explicitly published).

For the first measurement campaign, a setup was chosen with four microphones upstream of

the combustor, a photomultiplier capturing the time resolved total OH∗ chemiluminescence
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of the flame, and an intensified CCD camera capturing the instantaneous spatial OH∗

chemiluminescence distribution.

For various frequencies, the amplitude-dependent flame response was measured. Since the

acoustic transfer function of the burner without the flame was known to be rather indepen-

dent from the forcing amplitude, the nonlinear phenomena observed in these measurements

were attributed to the flame describing function.

Rather phenomenological amplitude-dependent effects of the flame shape and the overall

OH∗ chemiluminescence intensity during the oscillation at different frequencies were investi-

gated. For this purpose, the OH∗ chemiluminescence images obtained were phase-averaged

and Abel deconvoluted. The results were published in A.

5.2.1 Flame transfer function and flame describing function

The amplitude of the measured flame transfer function features a maximum at a forcing

frequency of 128 Hz and a monotonous decay for higher and lower frequencies (A fig. 6).

For frequencies higher than 260 Hz and lower than 60 Hz, the amplitude rises slightly again.

The decay of the phase corresponds to a time delay of 5.9 ms, which corresponds very well

to the frequency of the self excited instability frequency of 173 Hz that was obtained by

changing the acoustic downstream reflection coefficient by removing the orifice at the end

of the exhaust tube (A fig. 15).

Palies et al. [62] state that saturations in the gain of the flame describing function occur most

notably, i.e. at lower forcing levels, for frequency regimes which feature a relatively high

gain in the linear flame response. This finding was confirmed by the measurement results

obtained. For example, at a forcing frequency of 50 Hz, where the amplitude of the flame

response in the linear regime is relatively low around 0.4, a significant saturation in the gain

of the flame describing function is observed at a normalized forcing amplitude of u′

umean
≈

1.5 (A fig. 16 bottom). At a forcing frequency of 128 Hz, however, where the maximum

gain of the flame transfer function was observed at approximately 1.5, the saturation in

the amplitude of the flame describing function occurs at relatively low normalized forcing

amplitudes of u′

umean
≈ 0.2 (A fig. 7).

Dowling [4] argued in 1997 that the main saturation process is related to the heat release

of the flame. Since the heat release cannot become negative in a flame, for heat release

fluctuations Q′

Qmean
> 1 necessarily a non sinusoidal distortion of the flame response has to

be present. For the self-excited thermoacoustic instability, where the instantaneous heat

release reached more than 3.5 times the average value (A fig. 15), this behavior could be

observed. Furthermore, the non-sinusoidal distortion has been found not only to be present

at very high forcing amplitudes, but to increase gradually from the smallest excitation levels

applied in the linear flame response regime up to the highest forcing amplitudes. A fig. 9

shows the phase-averaged spatially integrated OH∗ chemiluminescence image intensities for

various forcing amplitudes at 128 Hz over one oscillation. Even for relatively small forcing

amplitudes, the distortion of the sinusoidal forcing is evident. Moreover, a significant rise

of harmonics to the mono-frequent forcing can be found in the flame response, starting at
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very low forcing amplitudes and increasing gradually, while the response of the flame at

the forcing frequency is linear up to u′

umean
=0.18 (A fig. 7).

5.2.2 Average flame shape and position for changing forcing amplitudes

Although the detailed flame dynamics observed differ for different frequency regimes, some

general trends over the entire frequency regime investigated were found. Especially for the

mean properties of the flame occurring for increasing forcing amplitudes systematic changes

were observed.

One of the most significant observation was that the flame shape averaged over one oscilla-

tion period changes with increasing forcing amplitude. In order to quantify this finding, the

center of mass (COM) of the mean OH∗ chemiluminescence images were calculated for dif-

ferent forcing frequencies and forcing amplitudes. It was observed that the COM is shifted

downstream for increasing forcing amplitudes at several forcing frequencies (A fig. 11).

Please note that the strongest displacements correspond to the frequencies with the high-

est amplitudes in the flame transfer function and the strongest saturations in the flame

describing function. Consequently, the convective time delay associated with the time dis-

turbances generated in the combustor or at the combustion chamber inlet need to travel

from their origin to the flame front is enhanced. Consequently, a slight decrease of the phase

can be observed for the respective frequencies in the flame describing function (A fig. 7,

12). The shift of the COM and the corresponding change in the phase of the flame re-

sponse partially occurs even at relatively low forcing amplitudes where the amplitude of

the flame response is still linear and increases gradually with increasing forcing amplitudes

(A fig. 12).

A change in the phase of the flame describing function may alter the thermoacoustic stability

of a system, since the phase between pressure and heat release fluctuations changes and,

hence, whether the Rayleigh criterion is met. Practically, for the establishment of a limit

cycle not necessarily a nonlinearity in the gain of the flame describing function has to be

present. An amplitude dependency of the phase may, on the one hand, decrease the growth

rate of the system and establish a limit cycle oscillation. On the other hand, it may increase

the growth rate and a system which is linearly stable may become unstable as soon as it is

triggered and a certain fluctuation amplitude is reached (subcritical instability).

Please note that throughout all measurements carried out, it has been observed that if a

significant change in the phase of the flame describing function is present, it is a decay of

the phase for increasing forcing amplitudes, i.e., an increase of the characteristic convective

time delays of the flame.

Furthermore, A fig. 11 shows that for several forcing frequencies, a shift of the COM to-

wards the central combustor axis is present. Due to a lower swirl number used in the

second measurement campaign, the effect is pronounced much stronger in the respective

measurement data and therefore is discussed later.
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5.2.3 Flame front dynamics

The detailed flame front dynamics during an oscillation are given by the phase-averaged

Abel-deconvoluted OH∗ chemiluminescence images. For a forcing frequency of 128 Hz, a

meandering shape of the flame branches during a part of the oscillation (0◦ - 90◦) can

be observed for smaller forcing amplitudes (A fig. 8). The reasons for this behavior of

the flame branches is discussed later in detail. For forcing amplitudes of u′

umean
=0.46 and

higher, the meandering cannot be observed, since the OH∗ chemiluminescence intensity

nearly vanishes during the respective phases.

For a forcing frequency of 292 Hz, the OH∗ chemiluminescence images show a significant roll-

up of the flame branches in the outer recirculation zone for forcing amplitudes of u′

umean
=0.69

and higher (A fig. 13). In the measurements of Balachandran et al. [9], it was observed

that roll-up events of the flame branches coincide with nonlinearities of the flame response.

This finding is not confirmed by the present measurement data, since the flame response

at 292 Hz is rather linear up to u′

umean
=0.69 and features only weak nonlinearities for the

higher forcing amplitudes investigated (A fig. 12).

5.3 Second measurement campaign

The observed systematic change of the flame structure averaged over one oscillation period

raised the question of whether a systematic change of the average flow field is also associated

for increasing forcing amplitudes. In order to eliminate the influence of equivalence ratio

fluctuations, in the second campaign the combustor was operated in a perfectly premixed

mode with fuel injection far upstream of the combustor. For perfectly premixed conditions,

the flame response is mainly attributed to interactions of the flow field and the flame, hence,

changes in the flow are of primary interest.

Although the describing function of the burner was found to be only marginal amplitude-

dependent, the flame describing function could not be separated from the burner-flame

describing function with the measurement techniques used above.

In order to answer these questions another measurement setup was chosen. Additional

to the measurement techniques applied before, a PIV system was installed in order to

measure the instantaneous flow field in the combustor that was in the post processing

phase-averaged and a two component LDA system was used to measure highly time resolved

the axial and azimuthal velocity components in the annular jet close to the combustion

chamber inlet. Furthermore some geometrical changes of the setup and slightly different

operating conditions were chosen for practical reasons, hence, the measurement data of the

two measurement campaigns can not be directly compared.

5.3.1 Burner describing function and mode conversion effect

A perturbation in the flow velocity impinging the swirl generator from upstream results in

the generation of two different types of perturbations downstream of the swirler. The first is
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an axial velocity fluctuation, which is an acoustic wave and is transported downstream with

the speed of sound. The second is an azimuthal velocity fluctuation, which is a perturbation

of the flow field and is transported with the mean flow velocity in axial direction. For

combustors where the swirl generator is not directly located at the combustion chamber

inlet, but is separated by an annular passage from the combustion chamber inlet as in the

present setup, a difference in the transport velocities result in a phase lag between the

axial and azimuthal velocity fluctuation entering the combustion chamber and, hence, in a

fluctuation of the swirl number at the combustion chamber inlet and a fluctuation of the

flame angle.

Komarek et al. [63] investigated the influence of this so-called mode conversion effect on

the linear flame response. They varied the axial distance between the swirler and the

combustion chamber inlet and studied the effect of the resulting change of the phase between

axial and tangential velocity fluctuation on the flame transfer function. Palies et al. [15,

44, 64] extended this idea for modeling and measurements of the flame describing function

on a setup with a relatively low Reynolds numbers (3900 - 6000) and Strouhal numbers

approximately half an order of magnitude lower than in the present setup.

In the second measurement campaign, leading to the data analyzed in B and C, the mode

conversion effect and the resulting swirl number fluctuations were studied. The burner

describing function was determined from the velocity fluctuation upstream of the burner,

gained from the microphone data upstream of the burner and the LDA data measured

in the annular jet close to the combustion chamber inlet. The amplitude dependency of

the burner describing function was found to be rather moderate and only occurs at a few

frequencies (B fig. 5, 6).

The gain of the axial-axial burner describing function, relating axial velocity fluctuations

at the combustion chamber inlet to the axial velocity fluctuation upstream of the swirler

shows a nearly monotonous decay starting at 53 Hz at u′

umean
0.47 until 250 Hz at u′

umean
0.1

and remaining constant for higher frequencies. The phase is relatively constant over the

entire frequency regime investigated at values between 0.3 and 0.85.

The gain of the axial-azimuthal burner describing function, relating azimuthal velocity fluc-

tuations at the combustion chamber inlet to the axial velocity fluctuation upstream of the

swirler has a slightly higher gain at 53 Hz of u′

umean
0.56 and features an even stronger decay

with increasing frequencies until 210 Hz where it is approximately one order of magnitude

lower than the gain of the axial-axial burner describing function. Hence, fluctuations in the

azimuthal direction are neglected in the following for frequencies above 210 Hz. The phase

of the axial-azimuthal burner describing function decreases continuously corresponding to

a time lag of ≈ 4.4 ms, related to the convective time of the mean flow from the swirler

to the combustion chamber inlet as discussed above. At 53 Hz, the time lag led to a high

fluctuation in the swirl number and an associated fluctuation of the flame angle, whereas at

123 Hz, axial and azimuthal velocity fluctuations were approximately in phase and a strong

fluctuation of the flame angle was not present.

An approach similar to the methodologies of Komarek et al. [63] was conducted. At 53 Hz,

a phase lag of nearly π was observed, i.e., axial and azimuthal velocity fluctuations counter-

acting and resulting in maximum swirl number fluctuations. The annular section between
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the swirl generator bottom and the combustion chamber inlet was extended to a total length

of ≈ 350 mm in order to realize a phase of nearly 2π, leading to in-phase fluctuations of the

two velocity components and, thus, suppressing swirl number fluctuations. It was found

that the increased length of the annulus results in a nearly complete damping of the az-

imuthal velocity fluctuations at the combustion chamber inlet due to viscous damping in

the duct. The resulting swirl number fluctuations at 53 Hz were decreased compared to

those of the initial setup, but were still significant. Hence, the respective data are not

further discussed here.

It can be concluded that for the present setup with a significant distance between the swirl

generator and the combustion chamber inlet at technically relevant operating conditions,

i.e., at high Reynolds numbers, the mode conversion effect is only significant for low to

moderate frequencies. Azimuthal fluctuations are damped at high frequencies due to vis-

cous damping and swirl number fluctuations may result from axial velocity fluctuations at

relatively constant azimuthal velocities. If the axial distance between the swirler and the

combustion chamber inlet is increased, the viscous damping of the azimuthal velocity fluc-

tuations becomes stronger and the frequency regime where mode conversion is of interest

moves to lower frequencies.

5.3.2 Flame describing function, flame and flow field dynamics

Compared to the measurements of the first measurement campaign, the operating condi-

tions were slightly changed. In order to ease the use of the enhanced measurement tech-

niques, the diameter of the combustion chamber was increased from 105 mm to 200 mm

and the preheating of the combustion air was switched off. Furthermore, the power and

the equivalence ratio were slightly increased in order to achieve a better flame stabiliza-

tion without the preheating. As described above, the combustor was operated in perfectly

premixed operation mode. The flame describing functions measured in both campaigns,

however, feature similar characteristics. The strongest expression of the saturation in the

gain of the flame describing function is in the frequency regime, where the gain has the

highest values (B fig. 7), confirming the findings of Palies et al. [62]. Especially for fre-

quencies above 200 Hz, an increase of the absolute value of the phase with increasing forcing

amplitude is again visible, which has been shown to result from a downstream movement

of the fluctuating part of the flame.

At 53 Hz, as described above, mode conversion leads to a strong fluctuation of the swirl

number, which results in a fluctuation of the flame angle. Figure 10 in B shows that for

small forcing amplitudes, the axial displacement of the center of mass of the OH∗ chemi-

luminescence image is even higher at 53 Hz than the acoustic displacement in the axial

direction, due to the velocity fluctuation. This clearly indicates that the swirl number fluc-

tuation leads to an axial displacement of the flame area. For increasing forcing amplitudes,

the axial displacement of the center of mass of the OH∗ chemiluminescence image relative

to the acoustic displacement decreases. This behavior is probably related to the general

increase of the axial moment of inertia of the phase-averaged OH∗ chemiluminescence im-

ages averaged over one oscillation, which indicates, that the fluctuating instantaneous flame

becomes longer in the axial direction with increasing forcing amplitude. Neither the gain
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nor the phase of the flame describing function indicate significant nonlinearities at that

frequency.

The present example shows that the linear regime of the flame response may reach far

beyond a normalized forcing amplitude of a few percent. Although normalized forcing am-

plitudes of u′

umean
≈ 0.5 were achieved and an enormous displacement of the flame branches,

especially in the outer recirculation zone is observed, no significant saturation in the flame

describing function is present.

The axial displacement of the center of mass of the OH∗ chemiluminescence images relative

to the acoustic displacement tends to decrease with increasing forcing frequency. This

trend should not be over interpreted, since the calculation of the center of mass takes the

entire image into account. Especially for very high frequencies, the axial length of the

image is very large compared to the convective length along the annular jet associated with

one oscillation period, which means that every image captures the flame behavior of more

than one oscillation period (B fig. 19). Counteracting areas that contribute to subsequent

oscillation periods suppress the movement of the global center of mass.

The observed general increase of the length of the flame in the axial direction during the

oscillation with increasing forcing amplitudes (B fig. 16) is especially of interest for high

forcing frequencies. For high forcing frequencies, the convective length scale associated

with one oscillation period becomes small compared to the flame length. This phenomenon

is expected to promote the counteraction of different flame regions identified by Palies et

al. [15] and leads to the well known low-pass characteristic of flames. The increase of the

axial extension of the flame with increasing forcing amplitudes may enhance the low-pass

character of the flame and lead to a saturation in the flame response. The saturations in

the gain of the flame describing functions at 254 Hz (B fig. 14) and 400 Hz (B fig. 18) may,

in part, be caused by this effect, beside hydrodynamic effects as will be discussed later.

The systematic changes in the average flame shape for increasing forcing amplitudes ob-

served in the first measurement campaign were confirmed in this second campaign. A

systematic downstream movement of the fluctuating part of the flame at increased forcing

levels was observed as well (not shown). Furthermore, a systematic decrease of the aver-

age flame angle with increasing forcing amplitudes was identified over the entire frequency

regime investigated (B fig. 15). The effect is not only caused by the downstream shift of

the center of mass of the flame, but also by a movement of the flame towards the combustor

axis.

This trend is also confirmed by the flow field captured with PIV. At all investigated fre-

quencies, it is obvious that with increasing forcing amplitude, the inner recirculation zone,

indicated by the red line in B fig. 8, 11, 13 and 17, becomes narrower with increasing

forcing amplitudes. It is assumed that this trend is caused by entrainment, especially of

the outer shear layer due to vortices shed at the outer edge of the annular combustion

chamber inlet. The entrainment leads to an increased radial thickness of the shear layers

of the annular jet. Since the flow is confined by the outer walls of the combustion chamber,

the inner recirculation zone is squeezed. The systematic change in the flame shape for

increasing forcing amplitudes was confirmed by Ćosić [49]. It is assumed that the reduction
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of the volume of the inner recirculation zone is the reason for the observed downstream

shift of the fluctuating part of the flame at increasing forcing amplitudes.

For the lower forcing amplitudes in B fig. 8, 11, 13 and 17, the line of zero axial velocity,

indicating the inner recirculation zone, features strong bumps, which result from coherent

vortices shed at the outer edge of the annular combustion chamber inlet. During one

oscillation period, it can be observed that these vortices convect along the outer shear

layer accompanied by the according bump of the inner recirculation zone. With increasing

forcing amplitude, the outer shear layer becomes thicker, as mentioned above. Except for

the forcing at 53 Hz, it can be observed that the bumps of the inner shear layer mostly

vanish. Due to the increased thickness of the jet and the associated shear layers, the

influence of vortices shed at the outer edge of the annular combustion chamber inlet on the

inner recirculation zone is suppressed.

At the higher forcing amplitude at 53 Hz, the bumps at the inner recirculation zone are still

obvious, although the diameter of the inner recirculation zone is significantly decreased. As

discussed before, due to mode conversion at this frequency, the entire annular jet meanders

in the radial direction, causing the deformation of the inner recirculation zone.

The most important finding in the flow field and flame dynamics in the combustion chamber

in publication B is the systematic change of the mean flow field. Over the entire frequency

regime investigated, it was observed that the inner recirculation zone narrows with in-

creasing forcing amplitude and the flame opening angle of the V-shaped flame decreases.

Coherent structures shed at the combustion chamber inlet due to the forcing increase the

entrainment of the annular jet and lead to an increased thickening of the shear layers. Due

to the confinement of the flow, the inner recirculation zone is constricted. The decreased

volume of the inner recirculation zone is assumed to cause the downstream movement of

the fluctuating regions of the flame and the associated increase of the absolute value of the

phase of the flame describing function, especially at moderate and high forcing frequencies.

5.3.3 Hydrodynamic local linear stability analysis

The identified changes of the mean flow field and especially the shear layers raised the

question, of whether these have an influence on perturbations, i.e., vortices that are shed

on the combustion chamber inlet and convect with the flow downstream, interacting with

the flame front.

Vortices impinging the flame front are known to alter the heat release in several ways.

Several studies focus on the detailed interaction between vortices and the flame front. A

key mechanism is the roll-up mechanism of the flame [9, 41, 65–67]. Especially the outer

flame branch of V-flames is often observed to roll-up due to vortices that convect along the

outer shear layer and impinge the flame front. The strong deformation of the flame front

locally increases the flame surface and the heat release and is regarded to be one driving

mechanism of the flame response to coherent structures. Furthermore, coherent structures

locally increase the turbulence level and the associated mixing of unburnt and burnt gases,

which may lead to a local ignition of the flame [68]. In addition, the increased turbulence
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level that is associated with coherent structures locally increases the flame speed when

impinging the flame front and may lead to an upstream propagation of the flame.

The hydrodynamic stability analysis is based on the eigenvalue problem of the Orr-Sommerfeld

equation in conjunction with an eddy viscosity model. The Orr-Sommerfeld equation can be

derived from a normal mode perturbation ansatz for the linearized Navier-Stokes equations.

This hydrodynamic stability approach has been studied extensively in the last decades.

O’Connor and Lieuwen [24] emphasized the effect of hydrodynamic instabilities of the flow

field and the associated amplification of coherent structures on the flame response.

Flow structures may feature different types of instabilities. They may be globally unsta-

ble, which means that a self-sustaining coherent structure is present in the flow. In swirl

stabilized combustion systems, the presence of precessing vortex cores is an often observed

phenomenon. Since precessing vortex cores are skew symmetric, their direct effect on the

thermoacoustic behavior of combustion systems can be neglected, as they do not feature

oscillations in the global heat release [26]. Also, in non-swirling flows global instabilities as

the well known van Kármán vortex street in wakes can be observed [22].

In the scope of thermoacoustic analysis of combustion systems, convective instabilities are

of high interest. Although a flow is globally stable, it may feature flow regions, especially

the shear layers, that are susceptible to certain perturbation modes. Perturbations, e.g.,

coherent vortices that are convected along these regions, are amplified. The amplification

depends on the spatial growth rate. An integration of the local spatial growth rate in

the streamwise direction allows for the determination of the overall amplification of per-

turbations of a certain mode. The local spatial growth rates can be derived from the

hydrodynamic stability approach. The aim in the scope of this study is to analyze the

amplification of coherent structures shed from the combustion chamber inlet during their

convection to the flame front. Since the detailed vortex-flame interaction is not taken into

account in this analysis, the approach gives only qualitative results for the influence of the

amplified perturbations on the flame describing function.

5.3.3.1 Application to experimental data

For the analysis, the mean flow in the combustor is sliced into radial profiles. At each axial

position x the mean flow is treated as an incompressible quasi-parallel flow, neglecting

azimuthal and radial mean velocity components. Each radial profile of the axial velocity

in conjunction with Equation 2.24 and 2.25 leads to an eigenvalue problem that is solved

iteratively for real angular frequencies ωr, leading to the complex eigenvalue α, which

is the complex axial wave number and the corresponding eigenfunctions H,F,G and P ,

representing the axial, radial and azimuthal velocities as well as the pressure. As stated

before, for the present analysis of the flame response, only the axisymmetric mode is taken

into account, leading to the real azimuthal wave number m = 0. The growth rate for a

certain perturbation with a real angular frequency ωr at an axial position x can be derived

from the negative imaginary part of the axial wave number αi and the associated streamwise

phase velocity from the real part of the axial wave number as cph = ωr/αr.
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Adopting this method to the different axial slices of the flow field, the frequency dependent

growth rate for perturbations generated at a particular position in the flow field, i.e., at the

combustion chamber inlet, can be integrated in the axial direction to the flame position.

Thus, it can be determined how strong perturbations emitted at the combustion chamber

inlet are amplified during their convection along the shear layers to the flame.

The hydrodynamic stability analysis is applied to the unforced natural flow in the combustor

as well as to the mean flow field at acoustically forced conditions. The mean flow field is

assumed to be a steady solution of the Navier-Stokes equation with nonlinear coherent

Reynolds stresses. Changes in the stability can be obtained from the mean flow field

analysis with the adopted approach as long as the coherent structures mainly interact with

the mean flow field. Interactions with other coherent modes or the occurrence of harmonics

are not captured by the model. However, it has been recently shown that this approach

leads to accurate results in similar reacting and non-reacting flow configurations [23, 69].

Thus, the amplification rates for the different mean flow fields at various forcing conditions

are determined. Since for the analysis, the mean flow field at the particular forcing condition

must be known, this tool can currently only be used analytically in post processing rather

than in a predictive way. As described above, the exact interaction of coherent structures

with the flame front is not taken into account. It is assumed that the heat release response

of the flame to a particular perturbation correlates in a monotonous manner with the

amplitude of the perturbation.

For the hydrodynamic stability analysis, the PIV measurement data at a forcing frequency

of 254 Hz were analyzed. For lower frequencies, as shown above, the occurrence of flame

angle fluctuations due to mode conversion might have complicated the analysis. For fre-

quencies above 200 Hz, azimuthal velocity fluctuations have been shown to be negligible.

The applied axisymmetric forcing generates fluctuations that are mostly related to the

Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in the shear layers.

At 254 Hz, the flame response shows two different saturation regimes, separated by an

inflexion point. It is assumed that the two regimes are caused by different superposed

mechanisms in the flame response. Similar characteristics of the flame response have been

also observed by Thumuluru et al. [13]. Generally, inflexion points may lead to complex

flame stability behavior. Neglecting nonlinearities in the damping of a combustion system,

an inflexion point is a necessary prerequisite for the occurrence of subcritical thermoacoustic

instabilities [51]. Furthermore, they can lead to more than one stable limit cycle amplitude.

5.3.3.2 Main uncertainties of the linear hydrodynamic stability analysis

The spatial growth rates are predicted depending on the axial location in the flow field.

They do not account for the radial distribution, which is reflected by the eigenfunctions

of the stability analysis. For an increase in the accuracy, the amplification of coherent

structures along their flow path must be calculated.

The eddy viscosity used for the analysis is assumed to be constant in radial direction. It

is calculated from the turbulent shear stress averaged across the outer shear layer. Radial
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variations are neglected. Furthermore, noise in the PIV data, especially in the vicinity

of the flame tend to overpredict turbulent stresses, which probably leads to a general

overestimation of the turbulent damping.

The flow in the combustor is assumed to be isothermal. Density variations and their effect

on the stability of the flow field are neglected. Especially in the inner shear layer, where the

flame reaches far upstream for increased forcing amplitudes, this induces a significant error.

Although Oberleithner et al. [69] showed that changes in the density field of a combustor

may alter the global stability of a combustor flow, it is assumed that the receptivity of the

shear layers and the amplification of perturbations is rather qualitatively constant over a

wide range of parameters and the results are not qualitatively changed.

Radial velocity components in the mean flow field are neglected in the current analysis.

For an improved accuracy of the analysis, a weakly non-parallel correction scheme similar

to the ansatz of Crighton and Gaster [70] could be taken into account.

Generally, it can be said that spatial growth rates are underpredicted by the current ap-

proach, whereas turbulent damping is overpredicted. However, the analysis carried out is

rather of a qualitative character in order to understand the general mechanisms during

saturation at increasing forcing amplitudes.

5.3.3.3 Results of the linear hydrodynamic stability analysis

In this section, the major results of the linear hydrodynamic stability analysis 1 are sum-

marized. C fig. 8 shows the results of the stability analysis of the unforced mean flow field.

The focus lies on the plots b-d of the figure. In plot b, the growth rate -αDh, which reflects

the sensitivity of the shear layers, is plotted over the axial length x/Dh of the combustor

for frequencies up to 800 Hz. Regions with -αDh >0 are convectively unstable and pertur-

bations are amplified, whereas for -αDh <0, perturbations are dampened. Especially close

to the combustion chamber inlet, the flow is highly unstable for a wide frequency-band,

which is related to the relatively thin shear layers. With increasing distance from the com-

bustion chamber inlet, the thickness of the shear layer increases and the amplification rate

of perturbations decays.

Plot c shows the development of the amplitude ratio of amplified perturbations with increas-

ing downstream distance. The maximum of the amplification ratio is reached at x/Dh ≈ 0.8

at a frequency of 253 Hz and agrees very well with the maximum frequency of the flame

transfer function. The decay of perturbations due to the mean flow field is only partially

captured by the ansatz applied. Hence, in the following, the decay of the oscillations will

be neglected and the maximum amplification ratio for each frequency will be analyzed, i.e.,

the amplification ratio at the axial position where the growth rate becomes zero. Anal-

ogously to the definition of the acoustic flame transfer function and the flame describing

function, a flow transfer function and the flow describing function may be defined. The

first is the maximum amplification ratio of oscillations of variable frequencies at unforced

conditions and the second, delivering the maximum amplification rate of oscillations of

1The linear hydrodynamic stability analysis has been carried out by Dr.-Ing. Kilian Oberleithner
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variable frequencies calculated from the mean flow field of various forcing amplitudes at a

forcing frequency of 254 Hz.

In C figure 9 and 10 b and c, the growth rate and the amplitude ratio for the normalized

forcing amplitudes of u′

umean
= 0.1 and u′

umean
=0.4 are given analogue to the plots for the

unforced flow field. The growth rate is generally found to decrease with increasing forcing

amplitude. Furthermore, the maximum of the amplification ratio moves towards lower

frequencies with increasing forcing amplitudes.

The main result of the hydrodynamic stability analysis can be found in C figure 11, which

shows the flow describing function. The white doted line shows the maximum amplification

ratio of the flow for the unforced case. A comparison with the linear flame transfer function,

(white dots in C fig. 4) shows remarkable qualitative agreement. Both curves feature a

maximum at≈254 Hz and a similar decay versus higher and lower frequencies. Furthermore,

a comparison of the flame describing function and the flow describing function exhibit a

similar saturation with increasing forcing amplitudes. The curves flatten and the maximum

of the curves moves towards lower frequencies. For the highest forcing amplitudes plotted,

the flow describing function is approximately constant at one, revealing that the shear layer

looses its amplifying character due to the change of the mean flow field. Note that for the

flow describing function, the change of the maximum amplification ratio is derived from

the mean flow field forced at 254 Hz. The change of the shear layer receptivity of the mean

flow field at this distinct forcing frequency seems to reflect the characteristics at several

forcing frequencies that were applied for the measurements of the flame describing function.

In order to answer the question of whether the change of the mean flow field for forcing

at a broad frequency regime is similar, further flow field measurements would need to be

carried out. Oberleithner and Paschereit [71] recently found that at least the development

of growth rates at increasing forcing amplitudes is similar over a wide frequency range, as

will be discussed later.

The first saturation of the flame response at a forcing frequency of 254 Hz (C fig. 5) occurs

at the same forcing amplitudes as the saturation of the flow describing function. The

qualitative similarity of the flow describing function and the flame describing function

suggest a direct physical link. It can be concluded that the amplitude-dependent flame

response and several associated saturations are directly driven by the saturation of the

shear layer receptivity and the corresponding decrease of the amplification ratio of the

associated coherent structures.

Plot d in C figures 8-10 shows the spatial amplitude distribution of the amplification ratio.

In the unforced case, the maximum of the amplification is located at the inner shear layer.

With increasing forcing amplitude, the maximum moves towards the outer shear layer. It

can be concluded that in the unforced case, the amplification of perturbations in the inner

shear layer is stronger than in the outer. This trend is inverted with increasing forcing

amplitude.

C figure 12 shows the normalized amplification ratio of coherent structures at several axial

positions calculated from the phase-averaged PIV measurements for several forcing ampli-

tudes at a forcing frequency of 254 Hz. A comparison with the predicted amplification ratios
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from the hydrodynamic stability analysis (C fig. 9-10 c) shows a good qualitative agree-

ment. For u′

umean
=0.1, a strong amplification close to the combustion chamber inlet can be

observed that reduces significantly with increasing forcing amplitudes. As stated above,

the absolute value of the amplification ratio is significantly underestimated in the model.

However, the qualitative agreement of the general trends are captured by the hydrodynamic

stability analysis.

From the eigenfunctions of the hydrodynamic stability analysis the radial distribution of the

normalized axial and radial coherent velocity are derived and are compared to the coherent

modes from the phase-averaged PIV data at two axial positions (C fig. 13). A remarkable

agreement of the coherent radial velocity and a very good agreement for the coherent axial

velocity with the exception of the vicinity of the center of the combustion chamber was

identified. The strong deviations of the coherent axial velocity close to the combustor

axis are probably caused by neglecting the density inhomogeneities in the hydrodynamic

stability analysis.

5.3.4 Flame dynamics

In C figure 6, the phase-averaged Abel deconvoluted OH∗ chemiluminescence images are

shown for three different forcing amplitudes, u′

umean
=0.1, associated with the linear flame

response region, u′

umean
=0.4, slightly above the first saturation of the flame response, and

u′

umean
=0.6, close to the second saturation region of the flame response. From the PIV data,

the q-criterion q=0.25(Ω2 − S2) is computed, with Ω being the vorticity tensor and S, the

rate-of-strain tensor [72]. Vortices are indicated in the plots by the isocontour line q=0.5.

The coordinates in the plots are normalized with the hydraulic diameter of the combustor

D.

In the first row, the RMS of the OH∗ chemiluminescence fluctuations are plotted, indicating

the local distribution of heat release fluctuation. For the lowest forcing amplitude, the

region of the strongest fluctuations is located at an axial position of x/D ≈2.7 and a radial

position of |y|/D≈0.75. For the two higher forcing amplitudes the region of maximal heat

release fluctuation is shifted slightly towards the center line of the combustion chamber

at |y|/D≈0.6, which corresponds to the observed narrowing of the inner recirculation zone

and the general decrease of the flame angle observed for increasing forcing amplitudes.

Furthermore, the axial position of the center of the heat release fluctuations is shifted

downstream to x/D ≈3 and x/D ≈3.2 for u′

umean
=0.4 and u′

umean
=0.6, respectively. This

agrees with the finding that the average flame position indicated by the center of mass of

the OH∗ chemiluminescence images moves downstream with increasing forcing amplitudes

as described above.

At 0◦ (second row), the inlet velocity is at its maximum and after 4.4 ms, which corresponds

to approximately 11
8 oscillation periods, the OH∗ chemiluminescence reaches its maximum.

While the inlet velocity increases (225◦ - 315◦), a vortex pair indicated by the q-criterion

isocontour line begins to form at the annular combustion chamber inlet, i.e., a vortex at

the outer edge and a counter rotating vortex at the inner edge, which subsequently convect

along the inner and outer shears layer downstream.
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Regarding the outer vortex, it can be observed that for all forcing conditions, the separation

of the vortex structure from the bottom plate of the combustor takes place at 45◦ - 90◦

and the convection velocity is approximately equal. The vortex is located at approximately

x/D ≈2.2 at 315◦ close to the flame. For the two higher forcing amplitudes after 11
8 periods

(45◦), when the maximum of the heat release is reached, the vortex is at an axial position

of x/D ≈2.7, which is close to the maximum of the OH∗ chemiluminescence fluctuations.

It can be observed that the vortex leads to a roll-up of the flame branches. Similar roll-up

of flames due to vortices have been also observed by Durox et al. [66].

In contrast, the shedding of the inner vortex and the convection velocity depends on the

forcing amplitude. For u′

umean
=0.1, the separation starts at 180◦, for u′

umean
=0.4 at 315◦,

and at u′

umean
=0.6 at 90◦. Although for the highest forcing amplitude, the separation is

delayed for 0.75 periods, at 270◦ the inner vortex has approximately the same position for

all forcing amplitudes, which is due to an increased convective velocity of the inner vortex at

increasing forcing amplitudes. For the highest forcing amplitude u′

umean
=0.6, between 180◦

and 270◦, the position of the inner vortex coincides with and probably causes the region of

maximum OH∗ chemiluminescence. Note that this local increase of OH∗ chemiluminescence

takes place during the minimum of the global OH∗ chemiluminescence and, hence, dampens

the flame response to the forcing. Furthermore, it is assumed that the extended adherence

of the inner vortex to the centerbody and an associated increased generation of turbulence

in this region at high forcing amplitudes is responsible for the upstream extension of the

inner flame branch prior to the shedding of the vortex. The extension of the average flame

in axial direction enhances the low-pass character of the flame. Both mechanisms might be

an explanation for the second saturation observed in the flame response.

It is assumed that the main mechanism leading to the heat release response due to the flow

field oscillation is attributed to the outer vortex flame interaction, whereas the inner vortex

flame interaction has a rather counteracting, i.e., damping influence.

5.3.5 Conclusions

It has been shown that the linear hydrodynamic stability analysis of the mean flow field of

the unforced and forced flow is able to capture the main mechanisms in the flow, in terms of

the amplification of coherent structures. The predicted eigenfunctions were found to agree

very well with the normalized coherent velocity fluctuations from the phase-averaged PIV

data of the forced flame. The axial distribution of coherent kinetic energy distribution in

the axial direction could be shown to be qualitatively predicted from the amplification ratios

derived from the spatial growth rates of the analysis. Despite several simplifications in the

applied ansatz, it can be concluded that the method is capable of predicting qualitatively

the amplification of coherent structures in the flow.

The flow transfer function, which is representative for the amplification of coherent struc-

tures in the shear layer has been found to agree qualitatively very well to the linear flame

transfer function. Furthermore, the flow describing function for increasing forcing am-

plitudes at a forcing frequency of 254 Hz features the same characteristics as the flame

describing function. Although this was not assumed, this behavior is reasonable if it can
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be assumed that the change of the mean flow field with increasing forcing amplitudes is

similar for a broad range of forcing frequencies.

The basic mechanism of the saturation of the flow describing function is depicted in C fig. 7.

Coherent structures generated at the combustion chamber inlet are amplified due to the

receptivity and the amplifying character of the shear layers. The enhanced entrainment,

which is generated by the coherent structures alters the shape of the shear layer and the

mean flow field. The thickness of the shear layer increases with increasing amplitude of the

coherent structures, i.e., with increasing forcing amplitude. This distortion of the mean

flow field leads to a decrease of the receptivity of the shear layers.

The results of this study propose that the characteristics of the flame describing function

and several associated saturations of the flame response are significantly driven by the flow

describing function and its saturation. Nevertheless, for the entire representation of the

flame describing function, further mechanisms, e.g., equivalence ratio fluctuations, mode

conversion, detailed vortex flame interaction, etc. must be taken into account.

Furthermore, it was identified that vortices at the inner shear layer and outer shear layer do

not necessarily interact constructively. In this particular case, the outer vortex was found

to be the main driver for the flame response, whereas the inner vortex and the associated

upstream movement of the flame branch in the inner shear layer counteracts the global heat

release fluctuation and has a damping influence on the flame response.

5.4 Subsequent related research

Krediet et al. [73, 74] numerically investigated a very similar configuration to that presented

here. They simulated the unforced and forced reacting flow field in the combustor with

a reacting large eddy simulation, based on an in house code of Siemens. They compared

the obtained data to experimental results and calculated the flame describing function.

They found a good agreement between experimental data and numerical results. Flow

field and flame position in the unforced case could be reproduced in the simulation very

good. Saturation processes for several frequencies were predicted in good agreement with

the experimental findings. The prediction of the phase of the flame describing function

rather failed.

At 115 Hz they observed a strong fluctuation in the flame area due to mode conversion.

They identified that during one oscillation, the strain rate in the flow field of the combustor

undergoes large fluctuations. Especially during the decrease of the global heat release, the

strain locally reaches large values, which they assume to be the reason for a local flame

quenching.

In a further publication, Krediet et al. [75] investigated the effect of mode conversion on

the flame describing function. They found a nearly linear correlation of the amplitude of

tangential velocity fluctuations close to the combustion chamber inlet and fluctuations of

the integrated flame surface density, which is assumed to be a direct indicator for heat

release fluctuations.
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Based on results of their large eddy simulation and the experimental data, the group car-

ried out limit cycle predictions and compared them to growth rates obtained from linear

analysis [7]. They found a good correlation between the linear growth rates and the pre-

dicted and measured limit cycle amplitudes. Since especially nonlinear computations and

experimental investigations are quite expensive, they emphasize the importance of linear

analysis in early design phases for screening systems with regard to their thermoacoustic

behavior.

The work on the contribution of coherent structures amplified by the hydrodynamic in-

stability of the flow field on the flame describing function has been successfully continued

subsequent to the publication of C in our work group and beyond. The finding that the

flow transfer function reflects the characteristic of the linear flame response over a broad

frequency range has been confirmed for several different configurations [46, 76–78]. Further-

more, it has been found that with increasing forcing amplitudes, the amplification rate of

coherent structures in the shear layers diminishes, which leads to a saturation of the growth

of perturbations similar to the saturations of the flame describing function [46, 76–78].

Recently, Oberleithner and Paschereit [71] modeled the flame transfer function and the

flame describing function with a two time lag approach similar to Komarek and Polifke [45]

on a combustor developed for hydrogen combustion. The first time lag is attributed to

swirl fluctuations due to mode conversion. The second time lag is modeled with a linear

hydrodynamic stability analysis approach similar to the ansatz in C. In comparison to

other studies dealing with time lag models [19, 45], the parameters in the second term, i.e.,

convective time delay and standard deviation attributed to the hydrodynamic effects, are

not fitted, but fully derived from the stability analysis. The results match the amplitude

and the phase of the measured flame transfer function and the flame describing function

very well.

Furthermore, it could be shown that the observed changes of the mean flow field at high

forcing amplitudes over a broad frequency range are similar with regard to spacial growth

rates [71]. This implies that the hydrodynamic stability for high forcing amplitudes over

a broad frequency range can be modeled, if the forcing amplitude-dependent mean flow

field at one particular forcing frequency is known. This has quite some practical relevance.

Especially for high pressure applications, it is very difficult to realize sufficient forcing

amplitudes for flame describing function measurements over a broad frequency range. The

realization of high forcing amplitudes at one frequency, e.g., at a resonance frequency of

the combustion system or with an actuator designed for a particular forcing frequency is

much easier.

Terhaar et al. [76] confirmed that neglecting the azimuthal velocity component has only

marginal influence on the results of the linear hydrodynamic stability analysis. They in-

vestigated the influence of the swirl number on the hydrodynamic stability and the flame

response. A low swirl number leads to a high amplification rate of perturbations for small

forcing amplitudes with a strong saturation for increased forcing, whereas for higher swirl

numbers, the flow describing function features a smaller gain at low forcing amplitudes and

a much less pronounced saturation for increasing forcing amplitudes. The same character-

istics were observed in the associated flame describing functions.
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Furthermore, they compared the changes of the mean flow field at increasing forcing am-

plitudes with a forced mean flow field at isothermal, non-reacting conditions and found

that the later was much less changed due to the applied forcing. Hence, the change of the

average flow field might be caused by the interaction of coherent structures with the strong

density gradients associated with the combustion. However, saturations observed in the

non-reacting flow describing function were similar to those of the reacting flow field.

Recently, Ćosić et al. [46] showed that the prediction of limit cycle oscillation amplitudes

from the flame describing function with amplitude-dependent network models is also pos-

sible for an industrial relevant combustor at a high Reynolds number and technically pre-

mixed conditions. Furthermore, they investigated the sensitivity of the flame describing

function on several operating parameters. Since in industrial applications, boundary con-

ditions like mass flows are not as constant as in laboratory applications, the sensitivity of

the flame describing function is crucial for a sustaining gas turbine operation. Especially

fluctuations in the air mass flow lead to significant changes in the flame describing func-

tion, which must be taken into account when estimating the thermoacoustic stability of a

combustion system under relevant conditions.

In another study, Ćosić et al. [77] investigated the interplay of equivalence ratio fluctuations

and the amplification of coherent structures in the flow on the flame describing function.

They decomposed the flame describing function in two parts, one related to equivalence ratio

fluctuations and one related to coherent structures and investigated both while varying the

degree of fuel unmixedness. They found that the interaction is rather a one way effect. The

amplifying characteristics of the hydrodynamic flow field and the shear layers remain rather

unchanged when the combustion operation is gradually changed from a technically premixed

to perfectly premixed mode. In contrast, they found that equivalence ratio fluctuations were

significantly attenuated by the coherent structures and the associated increased mixing,

which led to a saturation even at relatively small forcing amplitudes in the equivalence

ratio related part of the flame describing function. Furthermore, they emphasized that

variations in the mean flame position may change the phase lags of the two mechanisms

and alter the interference of the two mechanisms having substantial influence on the flame

describing function.

5.4.1 Summary

The flame describing function for an industrial sized swirl-stabilized, perfectly premixed,

atmospheric combustor at high Reynolds numbers has been measured and the flow field

and flame dynamics were analyzed by OH∗ chemiluminescence, LDA, PIV and microphone

measurements.

Especially for low frequencies, the mode conversion effect was observed to lead to strong

fluctuations in flame angle. An axial displacement larger than the acoustic displacement

due to acoustic forcing and associated deformations of the flame front was observed without

causing nonlinearities in the flame describing function.

A systematic increase of the thickness of the shear layers of the annular jet due to entrain-

ment with increasing forcing amplitudes was observed at all frequencies. Since the flame
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is confined by the combustion chamber walls, the diameter of the inner recirculation zone

was found to be squeezed gradually. A downstream movement of the fluctuating region of

the reaction zone and an increase of the axial expansion of the flame due to the decreased

volume of the inner recirculation zone was observed, leading to an increase of the convective

time delays of the flame. Amplitude-dependent changes of the phase of the flame describing

function are of high importance, since they may alter the stability of the combustion sys-

tem. Furthermore the increased axial expansion of the flame was found to enhance the low

pass character of the flame, which may lead to the establishment of limit cycles, especially

at high frequencies.

A hydrodynamic stability analysis was applied to the unforced and forced mean flow field in

the combustor. Although the approach has significant simplifications, the results obtained

reproduce several characteristics of the flow. The measured distribution of coherent kinetic

energy in the forced system agrees very well with the predictions of the analysis. The flow

describing function representing the amplification of coherent structures in the shear layers

was found to qualitatively agree very well with the flame describing function. Thus, it is

assumed that the change of the amplification of coherent structures in the shear layers due

to the change of the mean flow field is a key mechanism in understanding and predicting

flame describing functions. The driving mechanism can be summarized as follows: Coherent

structures generated upstream of the flame are amplified by the shear layers of the annular

jet. With increasing forcing amplitude, associated entrainment thickens the shear layers,

leading to a decreased instability of the shear layers and a saturation of the amplification

of coherent structures. A number of recent studies confirmed the assumption that the flow

describing function has a direct link to the flame describing function over a broad range of

frequencies and confirmed the potential of the adopted approach.

However, for a comprehensive understanding and modeling of the flame describing function,

there are several further mechanisms, e.g., equivalence ratio fluctuations, mode conversion,

detailed vortex flame interaction or flame lift-off that have a strong influence and must be

taken into account.
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